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Students find it increasingly harder to
slay focused in class. But does the fault lie
with the students?
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The sibling trio rocked Thursday as part of
University Program Board's new program,
"Every Thursday Uite-Night Music."

The women's basketball team cruised to its
eighth consecutive win at home, defeating
Drexel University, 73-50 Sunday.
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Published prof discusses book
English professor speaks on her recently-published O'Connor biography
BY RENEE KART

contributing writer
A JMU professor spoke
about her recently-published
book, which is on the life of a
famous writer, in the Hillcrest
reception room.
English professor Jean
Cash's
book
"Flannery
O'Connor, A Life," is about the
life of O'Connor, the most
important Christian writer of
fiction in the 20th century. Cash

said. The book was published
Aug. 2002 by the University of
Tennessee Press.
"Newspaper reviews of the
book have been mixed," Cash
said. "A few quite positive, most
middle range and a couple bad."
According to Cash, William
Sessions, who was a friend of
O'Connor's, has written a positive review of the book that
will appear in the South
Atlantic Review later this year.

Seniors kick Off

Also, Ted Spivey, another of
O'Connor's friends, recently
wrote to Cash that after reading her book twice he declared
it the best book about
OConnor that he has read.
"I was teaching full-time in
the department of English
between 1990 — when I got the
contract — and 1998, when I
finished the first draft of the
book," Cash said. "I was
researching and writing the

biography during that time,
mainly chapter by chapter,
mostly during the summer
breaks between terms."
The book was later published in August of 2002, Cash
said. "Writing a book that
requires extensive research is
not an over-night project."
A professor at JMU since
1980, Cash said she introduces
her students to O'Connor in her
English clasaea. She said most of

her students respond positively
to O'Connor and her work.
"OConnor is one of the best stylists in prose among 20th-century
writers," Cash said. "She shows
how a writer who has something
important to say can manage to
preach without preaching."
Cash said she first was interested in writing a compilation
of OConnor's letters in chronosee BOOK, page 5

investigating experiences with the FBI

weekly 'bar nights'
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

news editor
Promising to give seniors
discounts, glass mugs and fun,
the Senior Class Council is kicking off "Bar Nights" Wednesday
at 9 p.m. at Biltmore Grill.
According to dass president
Brian Austin, here's how it works:
Starting at 9 pm each Wednesday,
seniors show up at the week's designated watering hole. After showing his or her valid ID, the student
pays a one-time S5 fee for a 15ounce dear glass mug with "James
Madison University Class of 2003"
engraved on it The student then
receives significant discounts. At
the end of the night, the student
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leaves the glass at the bar, and if s
washed and ready to be borrowed
again next week.
The event begins at Biltmore
this week, followed by
Highlawn Pavilion next week,
then Alston's Pub and Dave's
Downtown Taverna, in that
rotating order. "We're doing it
every Wednesday from now
until the end of the semester,"
Austin said. "The fifth week in
April is actually the culmination
of it all. That's Senior Week."
According to Austin, "We're
not making a profit from it,"
since the mugs cost the class
counril approximately $4 and the
remaining money — much of
which is budgeted from the junior dass council — goes toward
advertising "Bar Nights."
"Other schools do this kind of
thing all the time," Austin said.
According
to
Jason
Boumberg,
manager
of
Biltmore Grill. "It's something
we've done in the past," adding
that Biltmore receives more
business from the event.
According to Austin, "In no
way are we promoting drinking. We just want kids to have a
runtime."
Those with questions about
the event can call the Student
Government Association office,
X8-6376.

Purdy. When a research team is
working for medicinal purposes, it is then that the government
will offer funding, Purdy said.
According to senior William
Quarks, a physics major who
attended the seminar, as a biophysicist, Purdy takes molecules that are found in living
systems and tries to find the
structure of them. Molecules
are usually very large with
many atoms in them. Quarks
said Purdy uses X-rays to study
see SCIENCE, page 5
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BY LUCIA LODATO

senior writer
Students planning to take
cruises over Spring Break may
be in for an extra stop that is not
part of their exotic itinerary—a
trip straight to the bathroom.
According to a Jan. 10 update
on outbreak investigations, the
Center for Disease Control and
Prevention's Vessel Sanitation
Program has been following or
investigating several instances
of gastrointestinal illness aboard
cruise ships since October 2002.
Outbreaks of these illnesses continue to be reported, according
to the update, and the CDC continues to see an increase in the
number of passengers affected
on some cruises.
Outbreaks of the Norwalk
virus, or noroviruses, have
been highly publicized recently,
according
to
www.WebMP.com. According
to the CDC Web site,
wwwxdc.gov, noroviruses are a
group of very contagious
viruses that cause gastroenteritis, or inflammation of the
stomach and intestines.
"The vims is transmitted by
fecal-oral route, directly from
person-to-ptrson,
through
contaminated food or water or
seeHEAUm.pagtS

Women's club
offers $1,000
scholarship

JMU alumnus speaks
on biological physics
Bv LINDSEY MATESE
contributing writer
A JMU alumnus currently
working as a researcher in the
biological physics department at
the University of Virginia gave a
seminar Friday in Miller Hall.
Michael Purdy said his
research is important for several
reasons. First and foremost, it
can lead to developments in
medicine, he said. Already, an
HTV protease inhibitor has been
found from studying crystals,
which aids in slowing down the
onset of the virus, according to

Cruising for a
Spring Break
stomach virus

AUDREY Wll I IAVtS/tmi™;**i«n¥rt„
Nail Barkowlz, a retired FBI agent, presented "Justice: Experiences of an FBI Agent"
Wednesday at 4:45 p.m. In ISAT 159. Ths presentation was part of a ssrles — the
Honors Program Symposium. Next In tha serlss la Nlkrtah Imanl. professor of sociology
and anthropology, who will present "Justice and the Spirit of a Nation" Fab. 12

The JMU women's club is
offering a $1,000 scholarship to
any full-time freshman, sophomore or junior who is the
child of a JMU employee.
"It's a great scholarship to
go for," said sophomore
Jared Shenk, who won the
Edith Carrier scholarship last
year and said he's applying
for it again this year. "It's
probably pretty competitive," said Shenk, whose
mother is an academic adviser for marketing majors.
According
to
Cindy
Noftsinger, president of the
women's club, which boasts
250 due-paying members —
none of whom are JMU students — the Edith Carrier
scholarship has been presented for the last 15 years.
Those wanting more information on the scholarship,
which has a deadline of Feb. 28,
can check out the club's Web
site, www.jmu.edu/orgs/womensclub.
— compiled from staff report

Student awarded for infrastructure essay
Essay gives 'important insights' into public perception of infrastructure
BY JESSICA MCKAY

contributing writer
A sophomore received an
Institute for Infrastructure and
Information Assurance Award
tin his essay, "The University's
Role in Protecting the National
Infrastructure" Jan. 30 in the
ISAT/CS building.
Adam Stasio's essay, one of
five submitted, was chosen by
tv\ IHMH as the one that most
closely related to the chosen
topic, was the most original
and gave the greatest amount
of visibility to the km
The essay was written in correlation with Stasio's class in software engineering, instructed
by faculty member Taz
Daughrrey of the computer science department. Daughlrey
proposed and advertised the
idea of the contest.
Kenneth F Newbold, out-

reach a»ordinator for the division of academic affairs, and
George H, Baker, interim
director for the Institute for
I ih.i~tructure
and
Information Assurance, also
played .1 large role in starting
and advertising the essay contest. Of Stasio's essay, Baker
said, "His essay not only gave
us important insights into student awareness and public
perception of infrastructure
vulnerabilities, but also how
the university can help
address these "
Newbold agreed, saying,
"His t"-s.i\ .lirtvnnnated itself
from the others in that it talked
about what the university can
do and really touched on the
education component"
, Baker said another reason
the essay contest was established was to give workers at

-a
...I felt I had some
different perspectives
on protecting
[infrastructures]...
— Adam Slasin
wphomorc, award recipient

99
the institute an idea of student
awareness in this field. In
addition, this would give them
an indication of the general
public's awareness and concern on what the public
should be doing to protect the
critical infrastructure of the
national budget
The award Included a S300

gift certificate to the JMU bookstore. When asked why he
wrote the essay, Stask) said, "I
guess I saw it as a question of
how to protect some systems in
the country, and I felt I had
some different perspectives on
protecting them than some of
my friends (did)."
This is the first essay contest
proposed by the institute
because it only has been in exis
fence since July 2002, according
to Baker. Its main focus is on
student involvement and
awareness,
Baker
said.
According to Newbold, in Fall
2003. a new special topics
course will be offered to students who are interested in
learning more about the institute and its programs.
Stasio's
award-winning
essay can be found at
www.jmufdu/research/iiia.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3
• H,r,.' your resume mvtavwj by .in employer and sain valuable feedback M "Roumania* (mm 1 to4:30p.m. in the PC
Balboom. lor more information contact the Acadenik
Advising and C aran I V\ ilopment office at *8-6555.
• The department ol « oology and anthropology will have a
reception tor tDCJoiogy students from 2 to 3 30 pan. in Sheldon
114. Tor more intoriiiation, e-mail uylieml or call xft-^171.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

reviews and interview techniques at 7 p.m. in HHS 1.302. All
IM 'ind all majors are welcome to attend and a nveiolor
television will be raffled off. With questions, e mail Icnn.i ,H
dobberjk.
• Sign language club meets at 8 p.m. in Showker 242. All situ
ing levels are encouraged to come. Contact I isa Ha at haln for
more information.
• Club softball will be having an inlormation.il meeting at 8
p.m. in the UREC informational room. Women of all skill levels arc welcome to get information about tryouts. For more
information, e-mail Sarah at jmuclubwftballvjmu.edu.

• There is a Psychology Peer Advising Symposium on
"Minors That Compliment Your Psychology Major" at 7:30
p.m. in l.ivlor 4m I or lurther information, contact the Peer
Advisors in Johnston 113 or at x8-6214,

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4
• A blood drive mil take place from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in
the PC Ballroom Walk-ins an? welcome, but for an appointment call (4.34) »sVh872.
• Professor Barkley Kosser will present "Human Rights in
the Middle hast" at Amnesty International's meeting at 7
> m in Taylor 402. Por more information contact Nadine
\u at 12-4552 or Rosser at 18-3212 or e-mail rossrrjb.

• The Muslim Student Association will meet .it 6:30 p.m. in
Taylor 402. Discussion topics for the meeting will include
plans for this semester, including a speaker event, an outdoor
activity on Eid Mubarak, the essay contest and other items
including students' suggestions for the organization.
Everyone is invited to attend. For more inlormation, vtfll the
MSA Web site at orgs jmu.edu/msa.
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House editorial: Concealed
gun law endangers
safety ot fellow diners
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Darts and pats
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Student exposes double standard
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Letter to the editor- Salary
increases not warranted
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Letter to the editor: Movie review
puts NBA in bad light

8

Campus spotlight Name three
John Srisham novels and a
Vanilla Ice song

8

LEISURE
Comics

• The JMU College Democrats are holding their weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in Taylor 309 For more information, e-mail
crainjd or visit www.jmu.edu/orgsfyfoungdemocraH.

• Madison Marketing Association presents Lenora
I Inghaa bom Circuit City to give a seminar for resume

9

Crossword and horoscopes
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FOCUS
Lacking attention

POLICE LOG

WEATHER

Bv SHARON BI I MCNI ■>
police log reporter
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A JMU student reported 1 at
parking hangtag Jan. 27.

ler was discharged by an
Or*n<*r«jBbon ir Chesapeake Hall Jan.

Today

(ustincase you needed an
alternative lor Thursday nights

13

Cloudy

Tech talk

13

Preview of Theatre It's "Of Mice
and Men"

13

High 54 Low ■

In other mailers, campufc police report
Ihe following

Number ol drunk+i public charges since
Aug. 26 79

Property Damage
A JMU student reported an ..riknowr.
unknown subiect damaged Ihe hood «na driver side
lender ol a vehicle in OVjot Jan 26
between midnight and IMf,

High

Number Ot paridnaBckets issued between
Jan. 20 and 66. 1*40

I

An unknown person pn#d open a
machine in Rockingham Hall fnd
removed money Jan. 24* I
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Partly Cloudy
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Wake me up. don t go-go
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Contemporary music lestrval
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Women's baskelball vs Drexel
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The pen is mightier
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 lor each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10
per column inch
Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid m advance in The
Breeze office

Get Ready for Spring Break!

CDMfDPT AND INSPIRATION TA-l-lb*?
ON TH6 VM6& AT VJ\MVJ.S?IF4TUAUTY.60M
TOPICS TO eXPLOgfc:
Spirituality Wellneaft, Self/Identity, relationship*,
Career/WorKplace, Financial Security (Current Events
VISIT CHAT PO0MS
Fegiftter for inspiration delivered to Jour e-mail address
ITS FOP- YOU !!!

Equestrian club feature
Men's basketball vs Holstra

close: 855.70

ADVERTISING STAFF

Fax:(540)568-6736 OpmovFocus X8-3846

E-Mail address: me tveeie&muedu
Breeze Net: Mp:/towwthebreei» on?
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Candle's Spa

433-3322
end
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Professions!
HAIP.STYLING -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA I MASSAGE

Highlights

(40

Massage

$35

10 Tanning Visits lor
$30 and gel 6
more FREE

Haircut

JIO

Perms $35

Full Body

15% off Retail
with your
JACard
FREE Soft Drink
with any
Hair Service

Rockingham Medical Center

open 7 days a week

433.9181

Now Accepting Walk Ins!
Urgent Care
General Medical Care
Lab/EKG
Sutures/Workers Comp
New Patients Welcome

CheapNights at Acme

Primary Care
Blood Work-Ups • Pap Smears
Prostate Exams • Mood Disorders
Womens Health • Hypertension
DOT, Sport & School Physicals
Immunizations • Pediatrics

1

Acme VideO Use This Coupon For

Rent I, Get 1 Free
L

_Sunday-ThurHlay Only Exp. 2/17/03

438-9292 1765 S. High St. ' HarrisonburR (On 42 South, behind Hardees)
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Immediate Paid Technology Internship Opportunity!

nte

"Meeting the Technology Challenges of the 21st Century Workplace"

nment
Huge Sandwich Menu

Tuesday, Feb. 4th
Jimmy "O"

Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza

Wednesday, Feb. 5th
Joel Burleson

Crablegs and Shrimp

Friday, Feb. 7th
Mulle

Wings- 25Qach Mon&Thurs

Hotdogs

Salads

Saturday, Feb. 8th
Three Degrees On/reedom

Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups

': email resumes and state Applicat

' Only Raw Bar in Harritonburg
Catering Available

marilyn@valleyworkforce.com

* work/orce

.Sunde/Brun* llajn.-3p.rn
30WVV«erStHamionburg
7D^saV*eV.llam-Um
433-9674
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&
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"Students are more
savvy about what it
takes to get an A."

Mad dash for law school
With failing dot-coms and little
desire for masters degrees, more
and more head to law school after
undergraduate education.

NEWS

SM
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LINDA J. SAX
director, American
Freshman Survey

story below

Space shuttle Columbia explodes
Seven astronauts killed; investigation underway
BY LIANNA HART AND
KEN ELLINGWOOD

Los Angeles Times
The terrible rain of burned
melal fell over horse pastures
and front yards, onto bank parking lots and the sidewalks ot
small towns across Texas and
parts of 11 >uisiana
Ordinary folks expecting an
ordinary Saturday instead
found themselves mvtollng .1
landscape specked with jagged
emblems of loss fn>m the disintegrated space shuttle
K.itrm.i Self broke down
crying after tripping across
what appeared to be an electrical box lying beneath ,111 oak
tree in Pioneer Park. The pita
of metal, said Self, a 25-year-old
student, made immediate the
deaths of iho seven Columbia
astronaut
"They probably touched
that," she said, her eyes filling
with tears "Svine, this in person, you know that they urn
real people Seven people. It
took me back to when I was a
child and the Challenger happened. It's happened again I

can't bdievc it

This quiet town of 31,000,
which sits about 130 miles
northeast of Houston, Tcv.i^.
was one of the spots most heavily pelted by Columbia debris.
No injuru-. were reported
on the ground, but authorities
in an area covering at least 500
square miles took up guard
around blackened remnants,
warning residents not to touch
the debris out of fear that if
might be contaminated by toxins used to fuel the shuttle
Some residents drove
.around town toting Polarouis
; and video cameras lo chronicle
• .1 moment of American historv,
• if a tragic one. By midafterInoon, Sabria Holland, 41,
; already had developed pic;tures she took with a dispos• able camera. One photograph
I showed a piece of round
I metal, possibly from a canister,
J and labeled "wastewater."

Suspicious
male reported
Jan. 27 in E-lot
The JMU police department
* reported .1 siispici<ius person loa[ tering .iround H-lot Jan. 27 at
approximately 11 to 1130 p.m. in a
dark colored sports car The suspect was reported ej a black male
of light complexion, appmximatery 6 fee* tall and of nwae build.
He appnwhed a female going hi
! her car from IT Duk.-According to the report, the
suspect asked the femak.' personal questions including if she was
dating anyone and it he could
talk to her. She ran to her car and
noticed that the suspect seemed
to get out of his car to follow her.
Any information should be
reported to the JMU police
department at x8-6913.
—compiled from staff rqxtrts

Seeing this in person,
you know thai [the
astronauts] were
real people.
— KatrinaSelf
student

59
In rural Hemphill, near the
Iouisiana state line, officials
were reported to have reco\ en\l
partial human remains in an
area when' then was other
debris Irom the shuttle.
About 8 a.m., Nacogdoches,
Texas residents reported first
hearing a prolonged boom —
some said it lasted five minutes,
others two — that puzzkxi them
because of its force.
Debra
Johnson,
a
Nacogdoches middle-school
teacher's aide, turned to her
father: "Did we just have a
bomb? Did we just derail?
Tile answer became clear as
residents encountered a scene
befitting a science-fiction movie.
Along the town's quiet streets
lay chunks of the shuttle, ranging in size from that of a pebble
to H feet long. There were metal
strips and bent pieces. There
were scraps that resembled tar
paper and others bearing the
marks of rivets.
One chunk pierced the roof
of a dentist's office
Authorities cordoned off
wreckage with yellow police
tape and assigned guards.
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration offiCUll warned that debris
might be contaminated.
Around Dallas, highway
llgiu urged anyone who
found debris to call police,
and on Smith Street in
Nacogdoches, eight National
Cu.ird troops in camouflage

uniforms kept watch over a
scrap of charred metal, about
1 1/2 feet long, sitting outside
the fenced yard of a house.
Not far away, on residential
Warren Drive, a 2-foot section of
hinged metal that looked like a
mechanical arm lay in the frontyard of Joe Harvey.
The Guardsmen
asked
Harvey to keep onlookers fn>m
touching the debris, which sat
behind police tape.
Harvey was joined by a
triend, Evan Byars, who soon
found more debris nearby — a
Vinch length of what appeared
to be blackened tape. 1 lev look.
Joe, lure's some more insulation ' Byars said. He nudged it
with his tennis shoe.
Harvey was among many
people from Dallas eastward
who reported a thundering
sound more powerful than a
typical sonic boom. Harvey was
at work at an oil-change shop
when he heard and felt the
noise. "It rattled our whole
building," he said.
In rural Dialville, Texas,
Harvey J. Hanson, a 54-year-old
retired police officer, was watching for the passing shuttle
through binoculars when he saw
"a ball of fire coming at me."
Four or five balls of fire fell
from the first, Hanson said,
and were accompanied by a
sound 'Mike bacon frying in a
skillet. ... I knew something
was wrong, because parts
were falling off it. Looked like
a mass of meteors coming in.
That just didn't add up."
The
Environmental
Protection Agency readied for a
cleanup as military aircraft flew
over a 2,000-square-mile debris
field extending well into
Louisiana and possibly beyond.
NASA officials hope to recover
every scrap in an effort to determine what went wrong.
Officials said they were investigating more than 1,000 fragments across Nacogdoches
County. Two astronauts made the
rounds to help inspect the pieces.

PAIL MOSELY/FVirt W*th SlarTetexnm
Federal Investigators, holding global positioning system Instruments, look over a piece of
fallen space shuttle Columbia debris, near Bronson, Texas. The shuttle exploded over Texas
during Its scheduled landing at Kennedy Space Center In Florida Saturday morning.

Getting A's at record high More students
looking for future
at law schools
B> Pi-TiiR Y. HONG
Las Angeles Times

Today's college freshmen got
moiv A's than ever in high
school while studying a record
low number of hours in their
senior year, according to a
national
survey by
the
University of California, Los
Angeles. But they may not be
any smarter lhan those of past
generations.
In.lead, frenzied competition for college admission has
inflated grades and trained students to become experts at winning A's, said the survey's director and college students and
officials in Southern California.
"Students are more savvy
about what it takes to get an A,"
said Linda }. Sax, the UCLA

education professor who directed this year's American
Freshman Survey, which has
been tracking students' opinions and habits for 37 years.
In the classes she teaches,
students now "focus more of
their energies studying what
it takes to get a grade; you
might be able to study less
than if you focus on that as
your outcome, rather than
learning, which would take
more time," she said.
The study showed that 46
percent of college freshmen
reported having earned A averages in high school, the highest
share ever, and up from a low of
18 percent in 1%8.
One-third of students this
year reported having studkNl six

or more hours a week during
their last year of high school,
down from a previous low of 90
percent in the 21X11 report. The
survey first asked the number of
hours spent studying in 1987,
when 47 percent had done so for
six hours or more.
Rebecca Viler, a California
Institute of Technology freshman from St. Inuis, said the
report's findings sounded right
to her. At her high school last
year, she said top students were
adept at "outsmarting the system" and "figuring out the
number of points you need to
get the grade you want."
They "were not interested in
understanding the material;
set GRADES, page 3

United Nations hearings continue

CM< KKtNNKDY'A'OTTinvaii
U S Deotrtv Secretary of State Richard Armltage (Mi) testifies before the Senate Foreign Relation* committee on the
United NaW weapons Inspector team's report on Iraq ThursdayIn Washington. DCAt the hearing. Armrtag. said
nine nations will commit troops and nearly two dozen will let U.S. forces use their territory and airspace for a war with
haq. HTS."11 zT countries have pledged to give U.S. force. a«»M «n rout." to Ira, and up to 23 will allow to**

Bv LISA FENG
The Califomial Agiie
The phrase "There's always
law school" is in full effect for
students now more than ever.
The result is that admittance to
law school may be harder to
come by in the future.
As a type of school that does
not specify undergraduate
courses or majors for its incoming students, law schools have
become havens for students
who want to expand their professional options.
However, law schools must
consider if applicants merely
are postponing the inevitability of the job-seeking world in
an economically unstable era.
While companies suffer
financial setbacks and lay off
employees, many are realizing that one way to avoid
unemployment is to pursue
higher education.
"I have talked to several
alumni who arc wanting to
change careers into law," prel.iw advisor Susan Meyer said.
"A lot of dot-com businesses
went under and a lot of people
lost their jobs. Those peopk' are
going back [to school] to get law
degrees to make themselves
more marketable."
According to the Law
School Admission Council
Web site, there was a 23 1 percent increase in LSAT tests
administered in 2002 with
25,221 mon.' test takers than
the year before.
Applications in fall 2002 also
have increased 17.6 percent
compared to the year before.
"There are a lot of students
who are trying lo bolster thi
skills by getting additional

... people are going
back [to school] to
get law degrees to
make themselves
more marketable.
—SUSM Meyer
pte-law advisor
I nner-itv of California - Davis

-?? —
degrees/' said Sharon Pinkney,
admissions director of the
University of California - Davis
School of Law.
Information from Pinkney
indicated that there has been a
steady increase of UCD law
school applications over the
leaf six years, and she expects
this vear's final count will contribute to that upward trend.
In 2002, 468 UCD seniors
and alumni applied to an average of 6.62 schools each. Of the
468,335 were accepted to one or
mon* schools.
These numbers notsCMMv
exceed UCD statistics in 2000,
where the total number of applicants alone increased by 117.
Meyer said that considering grade-point average and
ISAT scores alone fails to narrow the applicant field to a
desired size.
As a result, many schools
are increasing their letters of
recommendation and personal
statement requirements.
Meyer also said that due to
the increasing volume of applicants, she expects the median
CiPA and LSAT scores to
increase and that schools be
mi»rv selective.
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Punxsutawney Phil sees his shadow
On Gobbler'* Knob In Punxsutawney. Pa.
at 7:27 a.m. yesterday, world-famous
groundhog Punxsutawney Phil saw Ms
shadow, noting another six weeks of winter. The town of Punxsutawney Is located
approximately 80 miles northeast of
Plttsburg, according to www.punxtutattnfyphh.com. Pennsylvania Qov. Bill
RendeN (left) meets Phil up close with
header BW Doety. According to
trwvt.groundhog.org, Phil has seen his
shadow 96 times since 1887.

GRAPHS, from page }
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Come to the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall for a

Breeze open house

TODAY at 5:30 p.m
Talk with the current editorial
staff and learn about positions
open for the new Breeze staff.
For information call x8-6127.
CharlottesviUe'i Favorite Restaurant
Now In Harriiofitourg

es-a.

GRADES: College freshmen
earning more A's in high school
than previous years' surveys

.

Buy one entree
and two soft drinks
get the second entree

HALF PRICE

they just wanted to jump
through the hoops to get the biscuit," Adler said.
The survey, a joint project of
the American Council on
Education
and
UCLA's
Education Research Institute, is
the nation's oldest and most
comprehensive assessment of
student attitudes and behavior.
More than 280,000 students at
437 four-year colleges and universities took this year's survey.
Because the survey is conducted very early in the freshman year, many responses
reflect experiences in the last
year of high school.
Several other survey findings seem tied to competitive
college admissions. Sax said.
Record numbers said they had
used
college guidebooks,
applied to multiple schools and
participated in controversial
early-admission programs, in
which colleges typically admit
students months in advance of
other applicants if they pledge
to attend the school.
Students also are taking
more Advanced Placement
courses, which are based on a
system of bonus grade points
and standardized tests that can
be taken for college credit,
according to the survey.
And more students seem to
stack their Advanced Placement
courses in their junior u\n rj
first semester of their senior year,
so those courses can be included
on transcripts to colleges.

Such scheduling and early
acceptances might prompt a
quicker onset of the age-old
"senioritis" malady, in which
students slow down once a college acceptance is in hand —
contributing to the fewer hours
of studying.
High school seniors are
"working harder, earlier. The
senior year is now more compressed into the first som.'s
ter," said Bruce Poch, vice
president and dean of admissions at Pomona College in
Southern California.
The "senior slump" aside,
Poch is among many educators
who think grade inflation is
increasing. More and more,
teachers are pressured to give
more A's, and college-bound
students believe they can't
afford anything less, said students, college officials and education researchers.
"Kids are more paranoid;
parents are more paranoid,"
Poch said. In such an environment, "teachers are feeling
more heat Kids need the A,
and teachers don't want to
have to fight or argue on a
daily basis. They don't want to
deal with parents if they don't
give a kid an A."
Poch said he asks high
schools to provide grade lists for
all students in specific courses.
At one prestigious l-os Angeles
prep school, which he asked not
to be identified, Poch said he
had found every student in an
English class earned either an A

or an A-minus.
"Without a doubt, they an
a very talented group of kids
but this tikis I .ike Wobegon
to another level," he said jokingly, referring to the fictional
town where all children arc
above average.
At her high school, Caltcch
freshman Adler said she
thought the increase
Advanced Placement courses
also had the paradoxical effect
of making some courses easier
for a generation raised on standardized tests.
Her calculus teacher, she
Kid, taught from an Advanced
Placement exam guide, and her
assignments were photocopies
of the tests from the guide. But
teachers "have to give up a lot of
license to teach in a creative
way," she said.
The freshman survey suggests fewer students read for
pleasure in high school. This
\t\ir. 26 percent said they do
not read for pleasure at all
compared with 20 percent in
1994. when the question w.is
first asked.
Despite the apparent pressure to succeed in the OOuea
game, this year's survey showed
.i slight drop in the percentage of
students
feeling
"over
whelmed." The percentage frequently overwhelmed fell to 27
percent from 28 percent last year
The percentage of students
who reported feeling frequenth
depressed also dropped, to
record low 75 percent.

THE BREEZE
OPEN HOUSE

Call 540-442-8550
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Attention Senior Class of 2003

Monday. Feb. 3
5:30 pm

SENIOR CLASS BAR NIGHTS
Positions available for
Buy a Senior Class Mug for $5 and
get specials all night from 9pm til

close

News Editor

Schedule of Events:
February - March - April
1 st Wednesday of the Month:
Biltmore
2nd Wednesday of the Month:
Highlawn
3rd Wednesday of the Month:
Alstons
4th Wednesday of the Month:
Daves Taverna Downtown

Sports Editor
Style Editor

(May be subject to change)

GET A SCHEDULE the first
week and
COME TO THEM ALL!!!
For More Information Call:
568-6376
Kickoff is this Wednesday
FEBRUARY 5th at BILTMORE
Sponsored by the Senior Class of 2003
(21 and over are welcome)

Opinion Editor
Focus Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Graphics Editor
Art Director
Online Editor
for the 2003-2004 school year
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HEALTH: Stomach virus turns
tummies on cruise ships this year

HEALTH, from page 1
contact with a surface that has
been contaminated," according
to uiWf.crfc.onf.
Symptoms can include a
sudden onset of nausea, vomit
ing and diarrhea that can last
from 12 to 60 hours, according
to the CDC.
According to Dr. Aaron
Glatt on WebMD, cruise ships
can be a breeding ground for
IIIICI lions MII h as the Norwalk
virus because of the confined
space and close living quarters
of the many people populating a ship.
"If you have a Norwalk
infection and you're walking
around on dry land, you proba-

bly won't infect a lot of people,
whereas in a closed spaa' like a
cruise ship, it's easy to spread a
very hardy virus like this one,"
said Dr. Winnie Ooi on WebMD.
According to the CDC,
there is no vaccine to prevent a
norovirus infection or antibiotic to treat the illness because it
is a virus.
"Bade hygienic practices,
such as frequent and thorough hand washing and
avoiding contact with other
passengers when ill are
important measures to prevent the spread of disease,"
according to the CDC.
According to Dr. David
I'reedman
on
WebMD,

Meet us at our
Open House!
"new or seasoned writers*
•photographers
"potential staff
members"
•graphic designers*

WHEN: Today at 5:30 p.m.
WHERE: The Breeze office, basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
QUESTIONS? e-mail Jeanine at gajews/l

-6 6
I haven l really thought
about it, but /hope we
don't get sick.
— Becca Price
wnior

■9?
"(liven the millions of people
who go on cruise ships every
year, outbreaks are not a real
frequent occurrence, but they
do seem to be increasing.

"The data appear to suggest that there have been at
least three times as many
recent outbreaks of diarrheal
disease on cruise ships, as
compared to a year ago."
The recent increased incidence of these outbreaks raises the possibility of JMU students getting infected during
their Spring Break trips. "I
haven't really thought about
it," said senior Becca Price,
who has a cruise planned
with friends for Spring
Break. "But, I hope we don't
get sick."
According
to
the
International Council of Cruise
Lines Web site, itW7W.iccl.orx,

should an outbreak occur,
"cruise lines take extensive
precautions to contain the
spread through aggftiivc
sanitation measures and open
communication with their
guests prior to boarding and
while on board the ship."
According to the Web site,
"The cruise industry is comDlltted to providing a safe,
healthful environment for all
passengers at sea."
\MIT taking a cruise with
her family over Winter Break,
senior Mabby Baker siid she
doesn't think students should
be too concerned. "We had no
problems and the food was
Kri.it." she said.

SCIENCE: Biology meets physics
SCIENCE, from page 1
the structure.
According
to Quarles,
many projects that Purdy's
research team conducts benefit
the UVa. hospital and have
healthcare applications.
Purdy began with a presentation of macromolecular Xray
crystallography.
According to Quarles, crystallography is taking the large
molecules and purifying them
into the crystalline form and
using X-rays to study them. A
macromolecule is a large molecule, Quarles said.
According to Purdy, these
X-ray machines are used to
determine the structures of
crystals. The best wavelength
to achieve this structural discovery was the X-ray, and since
no X-ray microscopes usually
are present, they use X-ray diffraction, he said.
According to Quarles, diffraction is when researchers
take whatever kind of radiation
they are using and try to send it
through something or bounce it

-66
... it gives us the
chance as physics
majors to see what is
out there when we
graduate
from JMU.
— Charles Martin
m * senior

off something. They study how
what researchers get back interferes with itself. Atoms cm th<*n
be located in the molecules,
Quarles said.
From diffraction, Purdy
began discussing structural
biology. "We can learn a lot
about the details, about how a
protein works through simply
Ux>king at its structure," Purdy
said. He described Single
Wavelength
Anomalous

o
Going

Diffraction, or SAD phasing
Purdy said this is the material
that drives him. He said his
research is fun and enjoyable,
even when it has consequences
such as little-to-no-sleep.
After
receiving
his
undergraduate degree from
JMU, Purdy attended the
UVa. where he received a
grant in molecular physics
as well as a NASA Graduate
Student Resident Program
Fellowship grant
Although the presentation was detailed and thorough in the field of biological physics, the students
and professors who attended noted opportunity as
their main reason for
attending. Senior Charles
Martin, a physics major,
said, "I think the good thing
about these seminars is not
found in the material and
detail, but more import,ml
ly it gives us the chance as
physics majors to see what
is out there when we graduate from JMU."

r
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BOOK:
Professor
speaks on
authorship
challenges
BOOK, from page}
logical order, but was rejected
because of the O'Connor
estate's refusal to publish
unpublished comments on
O'Connor. "I should've given
up on O'Connor, but I was
hooked," she said
Cash said she conducted
interviews with O'Connor's
second cousins and her third
grade teacher. Cash sent out let
ters to all surviving members of
O'Connor's class from the
Georgia State College for
Women, requesting meetings.
Cash discussed her initi.il
reactions to O'Connor's writings
"I read her work as sabre," Cash
said. "I interpreted Ruby Turpin
in 'Revelation' as encapsulating
O'Connor's attack <»n the bigoted
Mid i M now -minded rising middle class while Haze Motes from
Wise Blood' represented, to me,
the very type of off-beat Christian
fanatic that I, myself, found
repulsive."
Cash
said
I r( minor's "Habit of Being"
later converted her because she
then read her fiction the way
O'Connor meant it to be read —
to trust the teller and not the tale.
Cash said she currently is
hoping to edit, contribute to
and publish a collection of
essays on the life and work of
l.any Brown, a 51 year-old
Mississippi writer.
Students in attendance
spoke positively of Cash's lecture on O'Connor "I came to
the lecture to get points for the
Honors Opportunity Program,
but now I am going to find her
(O'Connor's) books so I can
learn more about her," freshman Michelle Colen said.
According to junior Jeff
Covington, "She (O'Conner)
was one of the great writers of
the South, and it was interesting to hear what influenced her
in her life."

pvvi
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Going
Tfieasant Run 7cmi(wme5
are almost gon
Only 4 homes left!

If you are an individual or a pair looking for a place
to live, come to the Pheasant Run model home on
Thursday, February 13th from 3-5pm to meet
potential roommates. Pizza and
beverages will be served.
Pheasant Run offers the most comfortable
student housing available, at a price that
can't be beat. Starting at $270/month.
Call 801-0660,
e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
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shoot yourself

or your friends
or both

submit your photos of your idea of
College life to the Bluestone
office room 217 in Anthony Seeger
or mail to MSC 3522 by february 14
your photo could be in
this year's Bluestone

attention shooter: please
refrain from including
blatent drinking, nudity, etc.

ALL FILMS $2.50

FEBRUARY MOVIES
Wed

Thursday I

Friday
III I O R t

Where does comedy coinn Irom'^

78.930PM

* 'brown

Chazz Palminten:
Acling. writing,
filmaking, and beyond
Feb. 12th 7pm
followed by A Bronx Tale
$3 w/JAC. S5 General

Feb. 5th & 61h

Feb. 13th
»

7 & 10 PM

*

•»■

Feb. 7th & 8th

YOU

Oil
YOU

NO B00KBAGS
ALLOWED

I

Saturday
co-sMKoredw/HM

'.| |

7, 9:30. MIDNIGHT

PUNCH-DRUNK LOVE
Feb. 14th & 15lh

—

7 a 10 PM

->—-^

SUN. feb 9th 8 PM

1

F*™** Fri^FebTaili

MIDNIGHT

8pm FREE

FREE SNEAK PREVIEW

EMINEM KIMBASIHGER BRITTANY ML WHY MEKHIPKFER
_ _ . .
Feb. 20th-2!
7&10PM
[*r> mm* is MOW amf

Sunday 23rd

r 8 Mile

FREE

7* 10 PM

'catch me

OPB
U—

8pm

Fob.28tlitMar.lst

BOWUNG
mimm rmitN mil

t

if you can

Feb. 26th a 27th
7 a 10 PM
MX RCAMI R \S ROLLING

THURSDAY NIGHTS @ THE COLLEGE CENTER
11-12:30 The Festival
Stopb) I PB office (Ta> lor 203) lot application
Entries iu« longci than 'D minutes
Entries due Mat 28lh

REAGAN TRIO Feb. 6th
NIKIBARR Feb. 13th

KATHY BOWSER Feb 20th
BRtDCiE Feb. 27th

For more information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu
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To allow guns in a place where
alcohol impairs judgment could
threaten every person in the
establishment.

OPINION

see house editorial, below
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From the looks of the administration's stance
last year, one would expect that Bush is not a
huge supporter of prosecuting war crimes.
ADAM SHARP

sophomore
see column, below

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Concealed gun law endangers safety of fellow diners
The
Virginia
General
Assembly has made a decision
this week that affects anyone
who decides to eat out.
According to the Feb. 1
issue of the Daily-News Record,
"A (Virginia] House committee
advanced
legislation
Friday that would allow people
to
carry
concealed
weapons into some restaurants
I that serve alcohol." The law
. illowi licensed gun owners to
I carry concealed weapons in
I restaurants whose alcohol
| sales do not total toon than 30
percent of total sales.
To allow guns in a place
I where alcohol impairs judgment could threaten every per[son in the establishment.
| Although DeL Uv W.irv claims
[gun owners "are very discreet
and
extraordinarily
wellehaved people," there is no
vay to know how those people
light behave when they have
onsunud the legal limit of
ilcohol. Because alcohol lessons
bwan-ness, the drinker may not
* aware that his or her gun is
ring taken from them by
r patron, potentially put-

ting the gun in the hand of an
unliscensed individual.
Also in question is how the
gun owner will know if he or
she is entering an establishment whose alcohol sales are
under 30 percent of the total
sales. According to the NewsRecord, "...the law requires
restaurants to post a sign if they
fall under the law."
Those
restaurants that must allow
concealed guns will now stand
out among those that do not.
Wearing a scarlet letter like that
on their front door may be a
throat to the survival of certain
businesses.
For
potential
patrons the threat of fellow diners sporting firearms might
serve as a deterence. When
there is a potential threat to
one's safety, people will choose
an establishment that can better
guarantee their well-being.
Although the regulation still
tA<.i,tde» many establishments,
according to the article, Tom
l.isk, a spokesman for the
Virginia Hospitality and Travel
Association, fears further legislation. "It's just the first step of
being able to go into any bar or

restaurant with a gun." If a law
permitting concealed weapons
in all restaurants is ever passed,
JMU students in later years
could share their Thursday
night hot-spots with intoxicated
individuals toting handguns
An added irony lies in the
fact that according to the Jan.
23 issue of The Breeze, Mike
Heidig of Northern Virginia
was arrested for being drunk in
a public place after singing
karaoke to "Jingle Bell Rock."
The new Virginia law allows
intoxicated people to carry
concealed weapons but it
seems getting into the holiday
spirit is a punishable offense. It
is questionable why the government would continue to
enforce a law that seems to
have no victim but have no law
against something against an
act that could have a great
number of victims.
Tluwe that are responsible
enough to have earned a gun
license may deal with this new
regulation just as responsibly,
but just one angry person in a
restaurant with a concealed
weapon could take it too far.
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ADAM SHARP
BETWEEN THE LINES

Darts

Darts A Pals are submitted anonymously
and primed on a space-available basis.
Submissions are based upon one person's
opinion of a given situation, person or e\ent
and lio not necessarily reflect the truth.

Student exposes
double standard

Pats
E-mail darts and pats to bree/cdp@>hotmail com

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-being-so-swect-despitemy-bad-mood" pat to the blonde Parking
ServtON guy behind Theatre II Thursday
.ltternoon.
Sent in by the girl thai drives a blue \etta
who went back outside to find you and apologize
for being so rude and is sorry you weren't there

An "I-am-perfectly-happy-with-my-religion" dart to the members of a certain reh
gious orgaization that tried Christianity were
wrong and that I needed to follow their advice
in order to be saved.
Sent in by a junior who is content with her religion
and was brought up to believe your relationslup with
Cod is a personal one, not one tltat is supposed to follow the guidelines m your little booklets.

Pat...

Dart...
A "stop-checking-your-horoscope-and-pay.iiti-ntum" dart to the girl in science class who
likes to read Seventeen magazine and giggle
with her friends rather than listen to lecture.
From a sophomore who thinks that
although wme GenEd classes aren't thrilling.
immaturity isn't either.

A "nice-draw" pat to the lucky hand that
pulled the eight of spades at our work retreat
Friday night, forcing our boss to flash her staff.
Sent in bya titillated staff'who is seeing its hM m
a whole new light.

Dart...

Pat...
A "you-are-a-'rare'-breed" pat to my
roommate and her boyfriend for making me
laugh last night when I was in the midst of
tn t-iiiittional ba'akdown.
Sent in by a girl who now realizes there is
life after break-ups.

A "the-library-is-not-a-cheap-motel-room"
dart to the couple who felt no shame in publicly
and noisily displaying their affection at the
library Friday afternoon.
Sent in by two annoynl and disgusted sophomores
who come to the library to get away from these kinds
of distractions and think you should get a worn.
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"To the press alone, cltequered as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for all the triumphs xvhwh
have been gamed by
reason and humanity over error at\d oppression."
— fame s Madison
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I* President George W
Hush's harsh rhetoric directed
at Saddam Hussein was not
enough, the rank and file of
Iraq's military also has been
put ttn alert by Bush — don't
do anything stupid.
What that means is simple:
don't use any of the chemical
and biological weapons we say
you have but the United
Nations can't find. Don't even
think about directing any
weapons of mass destruction at
US. troops. In fact, we'd really
appreciate it if you would simply surrender without firing a
shot in order to make this invasion easy and bloodless. We
don't want any Vietnams.
Bush
emphasized
this
warning to the Iraqi military by
threatening the worst thing
imaginable. No, not being held
indefinitely at the U.S. Navy's
very warm, very sunny, very
private resort facilities at
Guantanomo Bay in Cuba.
Hush threatened Iraqi military
leaders with the promise that
they "will be treated, tried and
persecuted as a war criminal"
if they use weapons of mass
destruction against American
troops or allies according to the
|an.
23
edition
of
the
Washington /W
What an empty threat. The
threat of war crimes prosecution did not prevent Serbian
strongman Slobadan Milosevic
from sending Serbian army
units into Kosovo to continue
the standard Balkan policy of
ethnic cleansing. Though he is
on trial for his deeds in the
Netherlands,
Milosevic
remains defiant. He obviously
wasn't cowed by the terrible
threat of prosecution in The
Hague, Holland.
The Bush administration
has different opinions of
international courts depending on whom the courts
affect. Last year the Bush
administration refused to recOgntoi a treaty signed by former President Hill Clinton
that pledged the United
States' participation in the
International Criminal Court.
Simply put, the Bush administration refused to recognize
| trealv signed by a tormer
president, Imagine if Ronald
Rftgan had refused to recognize the peace treaty with

Bush emphasized this
warning to the Iraqi
military by threathing
the worst thing
imaginable.
Vietnam just because he had
not signed it.
The administration also
actively sought to protect
Americans from the court's
jurisdiction. First the Bush
administration
demanded
that the United Nations provide blanket immunity for all
U.S. peacekeepers participating in U.N. missions in
Bosnia, Kosovo and East
Timor. Then the administration actively and forcefully
sought after and gained
agreements that no ally would
turn over a U.S. national to
the ICC. In other words.
Americans are too good to be
tried by dirty foreigners.
The
2002
American
Servicemembers' Protection
Act went farther. It prohibited U.S. cooperation with the
ICC. refused to participate in
peacekeeping
missions
unless immunity is granted
to U.S. forces and reserved
the right to use whatever
means necessary to free U.S.
personnel from ICC detainment. In other words, we
reserve the right to invade
the Netherlands to free our
people from the nasty clutches of the ICC.
From the looks of the
administration's stance last
yoar, one would expect that
Bush is not a huge supporter of
prosecuting
war
crimes.
Obviously
from
the
President's
warning,
war
crimes prosecution is high on
his list of priorities. That is, if
the criminals are Iraqis.
There is another dimension
to this issue as well. What we
are witnessing is a historical
abuse of war crimes prosecution. The Nuremberg War
Crimes Trial was a terrible
travesty of justice, but it generally is held up as a fine exam
see BUSH, page 8
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"Is he the one
wrote Jurassic
Park? And 1 guess
'ice la Baby.''

.' The Brethren;'
That was a good one.
And I'm going with
'Ninja Rap' definitely.
Derek Duke
junior, biology

Jenny Brockwell
sophomore, political science

movie once. Who's
John
ham?
Vanilla Ice was in that
turtle mo

Mike LaFleur
Vfaral Dilanian
senior, finance and inl'l business sophomore, math

I M IMlb.,«ntati|,«

Topic: Name three John Grisham novels and one Vanilla Ice song.

r

BUSH: War crime standards

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Movie review puts
NRA in bad light
3b the l
I

read Tom Beppler's
W ot "Bowling lor
Columbine" in The |.in V)
of The Breeze, and I must
clear tip a few i*»sue5.
I am a proud member of
the National Kitie Association.
The NKA WH founded in
1871 to promote hunting,

•booting, wildlife con*
lion and ftren
According to the
Museum of American History,
the Klu Kluv Klan was foundid in 1865, to promote the
empty-headed racist wr i
thai it has become famo
The NRA and the KKk
not founded in the
and have absolute*)
nothing in common with One
another. regSfdlOM ot the
demented fantasies of dl i
Michael Moore's confi
, minci. if you get your information on firearms a
From Moore, you will take
with you many more erro■ ins about

VIS and the NKA.
Moore fails to explain that
the NKA trains more law

enforcement officers In the

judicious use of firearms than
any other nump in the United
IU- does not mention
that the NRA has trained milil people ot I
fe handling of firearms
If. does not mention that
firearms accidents are now
than they have been in

history, Uratly because of the
responsible gun
OWneM mat make up the
membership Of* the NRA.
that
Americans have no good reaJ loaded gun in
the
house
< hannaine
Dunbar of Pennsylvania
g.H>d reason She was out on
her ritual morning walk,
when a man approached nor
with a weapon and attempted
to sexiKiIK ISMull her.
Dunbar had a permit to
■ undgun, and she
drew it and hied on the man
who attacked her.
It turns out that the
attempted ntpist WSJ .' serial
1
that had brutalized at

whom was 14 wars old
brutally raping them
threatened to find them
and kill them. Thant
Dunbar and her loaded gun,
however, he will not be al I
make good on that threat
And that is the real
In America Academic
research done by professor of
criminology and criminal jus)ohn Lou and 1 -"I.
I niversit) crimino!
Kleck hat shown that firearms
an- us
I two
million turn
the
United States and that the
I 'lent crime I
ind their resu
by many other
unlike Michael Bellesiles'
'Arming
Americr
The
I National Gun
Cumin" that has a retraction
of His Bancroft prize from
Columbia Untversit) for I
Img to http://wwiv.zundelsite.org/piperm4it/lff
zundeltite.org/2002NnvembirAmWMml.

The truth is that Moore's
film is nothing more than the
ranting of an intellectual air<0 caught up in what
he thinks to bother telling the
whole truth, i.
the Columbine murders them*
he father

. Scott who was killed
on that awful day, said this
before a house subcommittee:
"I am not here 1
defend the NRA b
don't believe that ■ i
responsible for my dai
death ... No amount
1
stop someone who
Spends* his tune planning this
type of massacre."
nbine" is
a sliameless attempt I
of innocent '■
to pron
to watch.
1 urge the student body of
I Ml to do research for them! >o not believe what
Moore savs about guns. Do
not take mv word for it
eithei Look at all the facts
what they tell you
the truth.
Timothy Chandler
Computer Labs

Want to be the one that picks the darts and pats?
Come to 777^ Breeze open house today in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall at 5:30 p.m.

Oh yeah, I pick the spotlight questions, too.

BUSH, from page 7
pie of Western values triumphing over the violent, evil barbarism of the Na/is. The truth
is that Nuremberg was a victor's peace, a legal proceeding
that was designed for one purpose — to convict and execute
top Nazi officials for their
efforts in World War 11. The
Nuremberg court found the
Nazis guilty of war crimes, but
their real crime was fighting so
well against the Allies. The
Nazis were punished for obeying orders and defending the
interests of their nation.
So if obeying orders, defending one's nation and, according
to Bush, using weapons of mass
destruction are war crimes, let
us examine the record of the
United States What war crimes
have the noble defenders of
American democracy and
human rights perpetrated? Well,
we are responsible for the genocide of the Native American
population over a period of 300
sears We hrebombed the
German city of Dresden during
World War II. American pilots
also dropped napalm on
Vietnamese farms and villages
during the Vietnam War. And
what about the worst atrocities
in human historv? According to
the "Thou shalt not use
weapons of mass destruction"
commandment
of
Bush,
American pilots went down in
history as demons when they
dropped atomic bombs on
Himshima and Nagasaki.
Apart from divine intervention into human affairs, the
United States will go to war
with Iraq sometime this vear.
We as Americans should not,

however, paint this conflict in
hues of good and evil, righteousness, justice and depravity.
We should also stop seeing ourselves as somehow being morally and culturally above the rest
of the world.
The only things that make us
different from the inhabitants of
other nations are wealth, power,
arrogance and a national history
that appears mythological. Our
national mythology teaches that
violence against us is barbaric
and depraved, while the violence our nation employs is honorable and just. "War crimes" in
our minds means violence committed against our nation during times of warfare. We fail to
see, however, that war involves
the slaughter of innocents, the
destruction of lives and the
worst examples of human
behavior on both sides.
History shows us that we are
as guilty as any other nation
when it comes to horrific crimes
against humanity. Tlte only reason why we will not sign a
treaty establishing an international court that will bring war
criminals to justice is that we
know that our war criminals
reside in the Pentagon, in our
halls of government and in our
neighbors' houses.
Human Rights Watch has an
informative Web page about the
International Criminal Court at
http://wwwJtrzv.org/atmpaignsficc/
ushtm. We as a nation must realize that those who start wars are
the real criminals, and those
who die in them, no matter their
nationality or their form of government, are the true victims.
Adam M. Sharp is a junior foreign languages major.

USE YOUR DETECTIVE INSTINCTS
AND FIND THE BREEZE NEAR YOU
On-campus
Alumnae Hall
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Burruss Hall
Carrier Library
Chandler Hall
CISAT
Duke Hall
Facilities Management
Frederikson Hall
Frye Building
Gibbons Dining Hall
Godwin Bus Stop

Godwin Hall
Harrison Hall
Health Center
Hillcrest House
Hoffman Hall
Huffman Hall
Jackson Hall
Johnston Hall
Keezell Hall
Maury Hall
Medical Arts
Miller Hall
Modular Building
Moody Hall

Mr. Chips
Music Building
PC Dukes
Roop Hall
Sheldon Hail
Shenandoah Hall
Sonner Hall
Taylor Hall
Theatre II
UREC
Varner House
Wampler Hall
Warren Hall
Wellington Hall

Wilson Hall
Zane Showker Hall

Off-campus
Anthony's Pizza
Artful Dodger
Biltmore Grill
Calhoun's
Dukes Mobil
Hole in the Wall
Jess' Quick Lunch
Laughing Dog
Luigi's

Main Street Bar & Grill
Mike's Mini-Mart
Mr. Gatti's
Mr. J's Bagels
Nautilus Fitness Center
Neighbor's Exxon
Pizza Hut
Port Road Exxon
Purple Dawg
Runner's Corner
Simple Pleasures
Spanky's
The Look

These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for Trie Breeze.

OhhMy!!!!

A Peek into the Week.

All of that is going on al UREC this week??
Goal Setting 101
Dale: Feb. 3
Time: 7:30 - 8:30 pm
Wcllncss Passpon
Interactive program where you design
an individual goal and reward system.
Table Tern* (mXwXc)
hilries Due: Feh 3-6
Play Dale: Mar. 1
Wilh/ball 101
Dale: Feb. 4
Time: 6:00 - 8:00 pm
Wellness Passport
Learn how to play volleyball on a
racquethall court.

yySSfc Register at the IJRK' Program Registration Desk. CaH mm forjrwe nTo.
or visit www.jmu.edu/rccreaiiiin

BeUy and Climbing School
D.,1,-: I eh. 5
«r?,*rh. TODAY. Feb. 3

Lifeguard Training
Dale: Feb. 7 - Feb. 9
Feb. 14-Feb. 16
Register by: Feb. 6
Coil: $75
This course will train you in all skills and
techniques
necessary to become a professional lifeguard.
Sunday Night Climbing Competition D.
Dale Feb. 9
7ime. 7:00- 10:00 pm
Register Onsighl. FREE!
Yoga Hmeaa 101
Owe. Feb. 9 & Mar. 23
Time: 6ttV7:(X) pm
Wellness Passort
Find out what the Yoga craze is all annul.
WMHDOM Tiwd

Backpacking IiatnjcwTraamg
Dale: Feb. 14 (2:00 - 5:00 pm)
Feb. 15-l6(9am-5pm)
Register by: Feb. 6
Prereq: Backcountry or backpacking skills
Learn to lead groups in the wilderness.
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COMICS
Drink to That

Patrick Bredland

Si-EE*» 'S bierT £*&{ fx*. O^ Wltefie WMtf ~&eMS CoAJSnWrt-/ To <4£
"ft^/ltM o^ diiS-r.ce- Artt> GcoT>M£SS. &JoWi»J& THAT ZJCtl yj\n£. I*J ^
SMiGU>rt£ SWMtE*, £^ Miaih. 6g.dPTo NoGtefc. lv<9T?:AE) (ML ^^

>^<^yv^'foK&&d'ttei*&rsMvl£.cfii&Ksa MUST&a* AM,
rJoeu-D f*6£ ffesM VWJA»W, Art*T>c&Err? T«ewAa4ScA«i*rA^6J4(S©2..,

Toes

Jenni Stilwell

H6T

Her

HM>M£
\ Hfio?
..A—*

-a-

_^AvA*^

JAM ^CiAt Sk\U^ At rft
BCST.

SHE MAKES ME FEEL KINDA FUNNY...
LIKE WHEN WE USED TO CLIMB THE ROPES IN GYM CLASS:':

: contact sarih at stanitse@jmu.edu If yoi're Intensted In Illustrating comics for The Breeze.

Spring Rush 2QQ3

Spring Rmh 33003
>elta Sigma

The Coed Business Fraternity
Just like these guys...
Business in the Front
Porf& lit ftlte Bcick

Information Meetings:
Monday, February 3rd at 9pm
And
Thursday, February nth at 8pm
Both in Zane Showker 105
Questions:'
Fjnail Ted Proutyal proiilvec@jmu.edu
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Feb. 3). You can make a few bucks this year with beautiful things. Follow through on
an idea you've had for a long time. It could be an investment, or fixing things, or your own creativity,
but it's probably not part of your regular job. Stretch.

2

3

4

'

14

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

——- Today is a 7 - If you're wise, contempla4^gV «on will replace action. You could move
^^¥ quickly, but maybe you shouldn't. Think
about it.

Today is a 7 - Focus on something that
needs to be done, and ignore attractive distractions. Anticipate complications.

$h

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Taurus April 20-May 20
^■^i Today is a 6 - Don't be ruled by reason
S^B^j'ilonr Follow your intuition, too, and don't
&yf gamble now. There are too many variables.
' Play it safe.

I Today is a 6 - Don't throw your money
; around, especially if it's to impress a person you like. That person likes you, too,
but for your spiritual wealth, not your
financial wealth.

Today is a 6 - Be quick without being hasty,
\ wise without being rude. Compassion is the
key If you make your presentation more gen• tie, you'll be more effective.

Mi

Today is a 6 • You may feel rather bogged
down, annoyed that you can't move more
} quickly Actually, changes may need to be
made. No need to rush.
1

23

B

Leo July 23-Aug 22

Today is a 6 - The more you leam, the more
you discover you don't know. Don't let that
keep you from studying. What you're
acquiring is worth the annoyance.

iri

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Today is a 6 - This is not a good time for
financial risks. Play it safe, even if it means
telling a friend or loved one "no." Same
**goes for buying yourself new toys.

Today is a 7 - Reality rears its ugly head as
you start to figure out the costs. Don't look
at it like there's only so much. Leave room
for a few miracles.

A!

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
* %l4 Today is a 6 - Big changes are now under
^wff wav' w tempers might get short. Be the
i
MS\ moderator and the voice of reason. They
^Sam. need your common sense.

<>

Today is a 6 - You could now take a fantasy
and build a strong framework around it.
This could be very interesting and even fun,
although time-consuming.

—Tribune Media Services
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II

40
43

48

46

V
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ACROSS
I Famous fair
lady
6 Shady spot
II Launch area
14 Stalin's predecessor
15 Call forth
16 "Much _
About Nothing"
17 Seneca,
Cayuga, et al.
19 Straw drawn
20 Hayley of
"Pollyanna"
21 Entice
23 German castle
27 Warm and
snug
28 Strttch or May
29 Agitate
31 Old-time peep
show
32 High-pitched
hum
33 Actor Scheider
36 Pakistani
tongue
37 "The _
Bunch"
38 Small rodents

1

39

13

34

35

'

|

42

12

"
..
,.

27

26

31

4S
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Today is a 6 - Be optimistic, but don't rely
too heavily on skills that you haven't fully
t mastered. There are a few problems you've
not yet encountered. Watch out

7

29

51

Cancer June 22-July 22

6

20

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21

1
18

17

Aries March 21 -April 19

Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

i

J

II
r
I
_

50

J

38

P
*

^a&&£*
54

S3

.
"

culpa

40
41
42
44
45

Frothy
Marine ray
Bit of trouble
Denver pro
Contemporary
of Degas
47 Ceases
48 John or John
Qulncy
49 Windmill
blades
51 A mean Amln

52 Dunce
58 Zilch
59 Spooky
60 Newly hatched
stage
61 You betl
62 Feats

63 Water vapor

56

56

57

1r
60

DOWN
Sprite
Wahine's gift
Lodging house
Sharp turn
Flower or sea
polyp
6 Carillon components
7 Elliptical
8 Moo goo gai
pan pans
9
out a living
10 Make good as
new
11 California
desert oasis
12 Take on as
one's own
13 A bit eccentric
18
andshinel
22 French water
23 Medicinal fluid
24 Irish county
25 Tough
26 In _ of
27 Minuscule
29
on you I
30 Word with sum
or up
32 Envelop

34 Eight-piece
band
35 The Winding
Stair poet
37 Wild swine
38 Three visitors
from the East
40 Patted down

41 Bivalve mollusks
43 Dot follower
44 Jodie Foster
title role
45 Wet out
46 Fisher or
Money
47 Holland sights
49 Confident
50 Etcher's fluid
53 Word before a
maiden name
54 Sombrero, eg
55 Afore
56 Actress
Gardner
57 Beaver project
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As years pass, educatorsface challenges
of keeping their pupils alert, on-task
when attention spans are dwindling
Story by contributing writer Cheryl Lock • Photos by photo editor Rachelle Lacroix

It's 430 in the afternoon and a student sits in her Friday lecture
class that is overcrowded and
under-heated. Glancing outside,
she sees two students greeting
each other and longs to be anywhere else but in class.
Regretfully, she turns her focus back
to the mundane task of deciphering the
colorless Powerpoint presentation as her
professor drones on about a topic that
now seems meaningless. "I can't believe
I have two more classes to sit through,"
she thinks. "I am so bored."
In the fast-paced excitement that modem
society tightly packages through the media,
much of today's youth is troubled with attention difficulties in the very place that is
preparing them to be future leaders and
workers of America.
Whether it's due to the time of day,
room temperature, lack of sleep or fantasizing about more alluring things to do
with one's time, it seems students attention
spans are not holding up in the classroom.

—64
When stimulation comes at us
from every side, we reach a
point where we cannot respond
with much depth to anything...
-Richard Winter
author of "Still Bored in a Culture of Entertainment"

55
But does the blame lie just in the
classroom? According to Richard Winter,
author of "Still Bored in a Culture of
Entertainment," "When stimulation
comes at us from every side, we reach a
point where we cannot respond with
much depth to anything ... Each day we
are bombarded by information coming to
us through 'snail-mail,' e-mail, voice
mail, telephone, Internet, radio and television. When so much demands our
attention, we tend to become unable to
discriminate and choose from among the
many options. The result is that we shut
down our attention to everything."
Others may not only be overstimulated but struggle with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder. Educators have
questioned whether ADHD could be
looked at as a contributing factor of
some students' inability to remain
focused in class.
One problem that people with ADHD
develop is a difficulty following through
on instructions or assignments, particularly without supervision, according to
Dr. Uday C. Mehta, director of Neurodevelopmental
Pediatrics
at
the
Children's Hospital in New Jersey.
This makes it increasingly difficult for
students with ADHD to concentrate on
homework or in-class assignments.
According to Mehta, ADHD occurs in
about 3 to 5 percent of the US. population.
How does this have an effect on

the educational system? Does each professor have to deal with the challenges of
marketing his or her teaching style in a
way that will keep the class stimulated?
From
note
card
Lectures
to
Powerpoint, the job of a teacher has
become increasingly difficult over the
years. According to the April 22, 2002
issue of The Breeze, JMU's population
grows by an average of 505.7 students
per year. The concern over holding interesting lectures tends to become more difficult when some classes may be filled
with over 100 students.
"Freshman year I had a math lecture
course that was more than 100 students,"
senior Elizabeth Bakes said. "It's impossible to ask questions in a class of 100 students. The professor would never get anywhere if he answered them all. Now as a
senior, I have small class sizes, but I think
it's more important to have small classes
as an underclassmen because that's when
you develop your studying techniques
and learning skills. Underclassmen also
have so much going on socially, that it's
much harder to stay awake and pay attention in class. I think that students would
start out on a much better path if they had
small individualized classes at the beginning of their college careers."
Professor George Johnson, director of
the School of Media Arts and Design at
JMU, admits that the SMAD 101 class
should be smaller in size, but it becomes a
matter of teaching power in maintaining
the attention of a large class with the
resources that are available. "Students
really have to be motivated to go to large
lectures," Johnson said. "[You have to]
come down heavy-handed |to demand the
attention of the class] — [and sometime
that may be as the] playground manager."
t^k
lthough some students
^^B
experience large lecture
/ ^a
classes in their under/ ^a
classmen year |ML"s
£>—^^k
average class size is
f
^S
surprisingly
low.
-*""
According to the JMU
Web site the average class size is about
30 students, while the typical General
Education class has about 36 students.
These numbers make it seem that class
sizes are easier to work with but even in
attempting to teach a small class, some
professors and students struggle with
the material and staying motivated to
not deviate from it.
Learning the student's names early in
the year may be the answer to some professor's concerns over their students
dwindling participation in class.
"My accounting class is my favorite
even though it's hard because you have
to pay attention," sophomore Sarah
I.ussier said. "My professor learned
everybody's name on the first day, and he
will ask you by your name if you understand what he's talking about." Treating
the students as people instead of just a
massive body may be a way professors
can individualize their classes.
Others prefer a more humorous and
see BOREDOM, page 12
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BOREDOM:Spreading through classroom
BOttBDOM from page U
entertaining tpprotdi Mi ha>
ton profefsoi uses v*k<-^ n>
nuki il IfiM mtiTist'. BOpho*
moivH.inn.ih M.it^^iul ' | like
when they [profeanra] relate to
tlv rv.il WOlid fi ust \ isu.ils "

4t
I think that for some
people whose parents
pay for their education,
there is less incentive to
put forth effort.

tance "1 her lesions. wit i,»
>l.ind on her uV>k.

Before the responsibilities
are i«tt idel) on the profcs1

SOft shoulders, how should

•tudenta cope with the pres•.urv- to perform?
Roc m.inv. tin1 question may
lie in their motivation to pertorm well. "I think th.it vou definitely haw to study morv in
Oolleaa th.in in highschool.'' jun-

ioi bnawn Ryan said. I think
that for some people whitse parents pay for their education.

men li leai incentive to put

torth effort "
Parents ol less motivated
— Shawn Ryan students may not be so underjunior sUindme, of class distractions
and boredom. Taking this Into
consideration, students may
be more likely to study harder
Maybr it take* .1 vet) bold and pay attention if they
action to capture itudentt' knew the struggles of paving
■itlcntion On KWM occasions, tor their own education and
ljur.i Ta.ilm.in, .1 mathemat- not taking it tor granted.
ics prok^sor hai been known
Taking several years off
ti» Stand on her Jcsk in clSSS.
before entering college may
v > ording to Taalman, the be the right answer, accordonly wty 'he could get stu- ing to Johnson. Johnson
dent! to realize the Impor- noted that, in his experience.

55

the level of performance a
college student is able to
achieve has a direct link to
what occurs between the
times that students leave
high school and the time
they enter college.
In Johnson's opinion,
those students who have
taken time before going to
college were more mature

6 6-

I think it's difficult
[paying attention in
class] because I have a
limited attention span,
and if the teachers are
simply going to read a
Powerpoint slide to me,
they aren't going to
keep my attention long.
-Matt Little
junior
99

and better focused, making it
easier for them to get the
grades they expected.
However, most students
tend to make the quick transition from high school into
college with out breaking. If
this is the case do they just
fight the boredom? "I think
it's difficult [paying attention
in class] because I have a limited attention span, and if the
teachers are simply going to
read a Powerpoint slide to
me they aren't going to keep
my attention long," junior
Matt Little said. "1 try to be
disciplined, but if they are
boring it doesn't help much."
For students who are battling attention problems and
have symptoms synonymous
with ADHD, there is medicine to minimize the effects
of the condition that can be
prescribed by a doctor.
For those who are struggling
in classes, it seems the best one
can hope for is a professor who
aTnembers what it's like to be
in class and knows how to
make it interesting.

Want to focus on the
focus page next year?,
You are invited to The
Breeze open house!
Today at 5:30
in The Breeze office

aEVtvtW^Haiivifltf

The Breeze is holding an Open House for all those interested in
working for the Advertising Department
Monday, February 3
5 pm
CARIBBEAN, CANCUN, JAMAICA, ACAPULCO CARIBBEAN, CANCUN, JAMAICA, ACAPULCO

tf

The sun is out at
Caribbean Tan!

T^

'?

Spring Break Specials

No Waiting

10 Tans $40.00
20 Tans $60.00
NOAppo„tmen,Needed

Lost & Found for Jewelry
Left in Our Rooms

Tan till Spring Break $60.00

Super Beds

Q

Tan till the End of the Semester $100.00
Tan for the rest of 2003 $160.00

<
<
Just Walk In

Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

Stand-up Beds

433 - 9989
No Waiting Due to the Large Number of Beds

JAC card Welcome
EC

-<

3

u

Caribbean Tan, Inc.

P>

The Largest Tanning Salon at JMU!
Caribbean Tan

$10

Good Feb. 2003 ONLY
NAME
ADDRESS.

$10

"This coupon is only good with
packages $20 and up.
"Only 1 coupon per person

PHONE

$10

Cyber-Domes

TEN DOLLARS

$10
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"I used to just like them before, but it was
awesome. I'm like, their hugest fan now. I
would definitely see them again."

Oh, What a Beautiful Morning'
Docs thai person who slruck your fancy lasi night
still look good when the sun comes up?
114

GUILLERMO CALICA

sophomore
SMitwyMMr

REVIEW

Teen siblings on brink of
stardom rock College Center
AMY P\TfHSONIl.mlnhuiiigptiUvKniflur
justincase, MMM of (left to rig*) *■** Hmh, Justin md Nk*
BY ASHLEY LI SK

staff writer
An excited audience member screamed into her cell
phone as the trio justincase did
their sound check.
"Megan — guess what?
They're like, thni> feet in front
of me. Can you hear that?

Ihafthhn!"
Maggie Shaver. 16, from
Fairfax, drove two hours to hear
her favorite band perform at the
College Center Thursday night.
Nearly 60 others were in attendance as Justin, Nick and
Hannah Tosco gave a powerhouse performance during
"Every Thursday Late-Night
Music"
sponsored
by
University Program Board. The
Tosco siblings, best known as
justincase, gave an outstanding
performance, showcasing both
old and new songs.
Justin, the lead singer and
poster-child for the band, sw. vt
ly sang the lilting notes of hfcl
own lyrics. He was very generous to his kirutm.iU's. often
moving so that the audience
could catch a better glance In

addition, he often gave the spotlight to his brother and sister,
showcasing each of their talents
to the audurvi
Nick, the band's drummer,
laid down a steady, hardcore
beat and became the comic
relief throughout the show,
telling jokes and flashing the
audience with a boyish smile.
However, the audience
seemed
to agree
that
Hannah, the youngest of the
group, was left out of the
spotlight. Although she did
not sing, Hannah proved
herself to have a great stage
presence and an amazing talent as the group's bassist In
addition, her style and ability to interact with fans
undoubtedly will leave her
the possibility of starting her
own band.
Fnch band member's pertormance style blended as
Hannah often could be seen
mouthing the lyrics to a song,
Justin seemed .is though he was
sinking many of them for the
first time and Nick's energy on
the drums seemed to jolt

-66It was great to see so
many people out on a
Thursday night...
—Gabby Revilla

junior

-95
through the audience.
According to the band's
Web site, www.justincase.com,
justincase has classified itself
as a rock band — however, its
musk seemed to come from a
much deeper place The lyrics
often told stories of pain and
lost love, while the music itself
can place the soul into a trance
just by listening.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for their CD, a highly
muted version of what they
actually can do, proving that seeing them live can create a

stronger appreciation for their case easily found their way into
talents. This music is not pop, the hearts of the audience
just an easy blend of rock, sort- through their graciousness to
punk and alternative. While they stay behind and sign numerous
may have pooled elements of autographs and take pictures
other genres trf music, justincase
The three revealed what it's
is very much their own creation, like to be at the edge of starmaking them a unique power.
dom. Justin, the oldest, said he
When looking at the band would have wanted to attend
from a concert perspective, the the University of North
audience is drawn in by Justin, Carolina in their native state if
Nick and Hannah's apparent he wasn't currently with the
excitement for the music which band. Nick, the middle sibling,
they sing. The band is a single would have attended college
unit, even moving their bodies next year. "I want to go to the
in a sometimes identical University of Florida. I've
motion to the beats of the always wanted to go there."
music. There were no traces of
However, being in the band
sibling rivalry here as the three doesn't change the fact that they
combined their talents to pro- are, after all, teenagers.
duce a faultless show.
According to the group, they
During the show, justincase live normal lives — go to the
performed their first single movies, have burping contests
"Don't Cry for Us" along with a (Hannah wins) and attend their
cover of "Jenny 867-5309." JMU proms. "We like doing regular
alumnus Rick Seamster ('%), things, I mean, there's not somethe band's tour manager and thing we don't do just cause
backup guitarist, also per- we're in a band now," Nick said.
formed with the band and the
As for the fans, there was a
au.luTuv let out | spirited cheer wide
variety.
Sophomore
when he played the JMU fight Cuillermo Calica said, "I used
song on his guitar. I ater, nistin
to just like them before, but it

was awesome. I'm like, their
hugest fan now. I would definitely see them again."
Shaver agreed. "It was
■noting. It couldn't be better,
especially now that I've seen
them in person."
Junior Gabby Revilla, UPB
director of media and public
relations, agreed that the performance was a success.
"It was great to see so many
people out on a Thursday
night, just to come and enjoy
the music. They're great kids
and it was our pleasure to
come and have them play here
for free," she said.
The band, much livelier in
person than on its CD, quickly
will make its way into the new
forum of singers who put on a
great show without all the special effects. Fully proving itself,
justincase rocked the College
Center with no disappointments. It will be just a matter of
time before this fun-loving band
also is rocking the airwaves.
For more information about
justincase, visit its Web site at
uiticjust mcnse.com

Classic tale promises intense emotion
'Of Mice and Men' brings 1930s America to Theatre II this week

SMI ni\KI'„

Microsoft invents
'digital-do it-all'
Bv I) wi NORMAN
staff writer
Realistically speaking, only
the affluent and the geeks of the
world owned computers 15
years ago. E-mail was reserved
for people of academia, slowly
making its way into the business
world, and then, America
Online 2.0 was introduced.
The perpetual Macintosh
versus Personal Compulei kit
tie will crown no champion in
our lifetime. Whik' both Macs
and
PCs have changed
immensely over the last 15
years, PCs are making sonic
intense advancements
Microsoft is truly relentless
The consumers consistent^ arc
surprised by their latest products. Hale M or love Ihem,
without Microsoft, technology
would not be where it is today
— an irrefutable argument
Helping to take the technological revolution even further,
Microsoft recently has released
I now \.Tsion Of their Windows
XP operating system Windows
XP media center marries your
PC to your traditional entertainment center transforming it into
a "digital-do-it-all."
XP media center delivers
termite-controlled audio, Vid«0,
live TV and the abilitv to record
live TV to the PC. Provide an
Internet connection and the

media choices an1 limitless. The
XP media center operating s\s
tern provides total integration
of hardware in the PC In a nutshell, a consumer can replace all
of their video and audio component devices (l)VI) player,
CD player. rccci\cr etc.) with a
new media center PC with a
TiVO, which records live TV to
the hard drive to view l.iln
Unfortunately, unless someone is kxiking to splurge for an
entire new system, this technoliv
gy is presently out of reach for
the public. A self-created box
with XP media center or
installing media center on one's
own computer is not an option
at this point. The OMBtkw svs
tern only comes prc-installol on
complete systems. Instead of just
buying the software, you are
broad to buy tlx.' whole uunimt
er Manufacturers, such as
(.alewa\ and Hewlett-Packard
currently .in' offering these to
customers tor .irouilil $1,300.
XP media center PCs arc a
big step in home entertainment.
but soon, media aside, the entire
home computing experience
will change drastically.
A nice little device that
allows consumers to carry their
desktops amund in a portabk'
I.CI) flat panel senvn Mxm will
be slxiwing up in homes across
xt TECH, pap 14

Bv CORINNE LAIRD
contributing writer
Author John Steinbeck's
vision will jump from the
page to the stage this week
in Theatre ll's production of
the classic novel "Of Mice
and Men."
Directed by junior Tim
Bambara, the play promises
to deliver the same heartbreaking story about companionship, hope and the
American
dream
as
Steinbeck's original work,
but according to Bambara
it's "nothing like the movie.
I didn't let [the cast] watch
the movie.*
Unlike the avant-garde
theatre style typically seen at
Theatre II, Bambara wanted
to recapture classic American
literature on the stage.
"With all the things that
are happening in America
now, I think it would be
refreshing to revisit a simpler
time of life where it was very
important to stick together
Material things didn't matter
so much. What mattered was
this idea of the American
dream," Bambara said.
Notwithstanding
the
revival to a classic work, this
production of "Of Mice and
Men" is expected to be one of
the most exciting performances of the year with its
convincing characters and
outstanding set, according to
the director.
"This is a very unique, talented group of actors. They
put a lot of thought into the
creation of each character,"
Bambara said.
It was of the utmost
importance to Bambara to
capture the true essence of
1930s America at the height of
the Great Depression. The set
design was created to mimick

-64—
... I think it would be
refreshing to revisit a
simpler time of life...
— Tim Bambara
junior

farming country and the
actors were advised to attach
themselves to their character
in every way possible.
Senior Steve Cembrinski,
who will play Whit, said,
"Tim told us it might be a
good idea to eat a can of
beans before the show to
get into character. Well,
that and not taking showers
all week.''
Aside from the casting,
scenery and acting, "Of
Mice and Men" is a timeless
piece that is bound to touch
every audience member in
one way or another.
Sophomore Ariella Bowden,
who will play Curly's wife said,
"There's a lot of parallels
between this classic piece of literature thai takes place on a
farm in the '30s and what we
deal with even today."
Senior Graham Powell,
who will play George said,
"George is the everyman,
he's very real. This story is
timeless because it can be set
in any environment. It's
about hope and the things
we cling onto to keep that
hope and I think thai anyone
who's had any aspirations or
dreams can definitely relate
to this story."
What audiences can expect
from this show is not only

Steinbeck's original social commentary about racism, poverty,
violence and the American
dream, but also a group of
actors who, with great care and
seeming ease, have created
characters who will elicit sympathy, anguish, hope and
white-knuckled anticipation
from those in attendance
Also worthy of note is an
extraodinarily depicted fight
scene, a real dog and junior

)ason Vicente's interpretation
of the mentally handicapped
I-ennie. Audiences should prepare themselves for the gruesome truth of 1930s America
and an intense performance.
"Of Mice and Men" will run
at Theater II from Feb. 4 through
8 at 8 p.m. with a midnight
showing Friday. Advance ticket
sak"s will be tonight from 4 to 7
p.m. at the Theatre II box
office. Tickets are $3.

PHOTOS BY MORGAN RmttJ,>minhutuix ptkHognipher
(Above) Sophomore John Suits (left) and senior Graham Powell
rehearse a scene; (below) Powell with Junior Jason Vicente (right).
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THE CINEMA SCOOP
'Recruit'ing you to watch this
BY TRICIA PUNVII I I

staff writer
An hour and 45 minutes
of nail-biting. on-the-€dgeof-your-scat Ktiofl is what
the audience gets with director
Roger
Donaldson -.
("Thirteen D.iv-"I MM i I \
thriller, "The Recruit."
Mwirhimlll Institute of
Technology graduate James
Clayton
(Colin
larrell,
"Minority Report"), a sexy
computer intellect, is recruited
by CIA agent Walter Hurke (Al
Pacino, "Simone") to brave the
gauntlet of the unicy'l boot
camp training grounds, the
Farm Amidst clever tricks,
mind games and a budding
attraction to fellow trainee
Layla
Moore
(Bridget
Moynahan. "The Sum of All
Ic.irs '), the must important
thing Clayton and the other
potential agents learn is that
nothing is what it seems
And learn this lesson he
does, when he is assigned the
task of Investigating Layla,
whom Hurke cl.nms is a dou-

"THE RECRUIT"
STARRING:
AL PACINO AND
COLIN FARRELL
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
105 MINUTES

ble agent. To get the goods on
her, though, Clavton has to
draw her into an affair.
While keeping the ending
in suspense, the motto
expressed
several
times
throughout
the
movie.
Nothing is what it seem-.
rings true and Clayton must
decide who to trust — mentor
and father figure. Burke or
new love interest, I.ayla.
"The Recruit" is full of tense
action, keeping the audience on
its kMS I cerything is a test,"
Clayton says. Some tests are of
Ins skill ,is an agent and others
arc tests of his heart and sens,-.

I?t US gof
It's time lor Brenna and Alison
to move on. so if you are
interested in taking their
places, come to The Breeze
open house TONIGHT in
Anthony-Seeger at 5:30 p.m.!

The chemistry that sparks
between
Farrell
and
Moynahan brings their heated, complicated romance to
life on screen. Pacino plays
the seasoned veteran of a grueling job with the mastery of
Ins vears of experience.
I arn'll gives a brilliant performance, allowing the audience to watch the complex variety of emotions his character
experiences. We sec everything
from sardonic humor to wild
fear play out during the film.
lust when the audience
thinks they've seen the light,
Donaldson succeeds in lifting
veil after veil, uncovering
more tricks in this fast-paced
thriller. The suspense iintensc. the action is exciting
and the acting is terrific.
The set used for the CIA
headquarters is designed terrifically. Its bright white, sterile
halls and unnatural fluorescent
lighting pnivide the feel of the
high tech fortress it is.
Special effects^n the movie
are used infrequently or in such

a way that the audience is not
overwhelmed by the use of
obvious, reality-defying effects.
While there art' a few explosions
typical of thriller films, the lack
of overdone special effects give
the audience the illusion that
this is a realistic story.
Donaldson uses fast-paced
editing to add to the suspense
and action of the film, but he
also uses many close-ups of the
actors to give depth to the film,
an uncharacteristic notion in
action movies.
"The Recruit" is an intelligent, deadly game of wits that is
both gripping and thrilling.

SARAH STANn7/«nv*lc. rdan

Morning after etiquette
BY LAUREN YORK

senior writer
There are two things that
most of us know by the time
we're getting ready to graduate — relationships are hard
and alcohol makes you horny.
So when you fill small spaces
with handfuls of the broken
hearted and relationshipweary consuming alcohol,
you're bound to witness a few
newly kindled connections —
at least for the night.
Is there a proper way to act
the morning after? It might be a
«• Atfummriy
one-night fling, a repeat offend«•*•*«■* ■**!"'
•~th.rn.top*. er or one of those times when
you just don't know what hapGra«n»M Wixtin*
pened — and that's fine. By no
«■***•
crey IfcM prta
means are there any set rules for
MUHnnum,
these situations, but there an?
■ GfBTton-StovBB
some tasteful ways to handle
SIxxiUnMbMn
the overnight scenario.
<
aw**k,*too
Have you ever woken up in
WIVD wcnivM IM
the morning, looked over and
*
•MUngotman?
thought "I swear there was
someone here with me when I
went to bed?" Well, you're not
the only one whose new friend
mysteriously has disappeared
do not use cordless phones? In in the night. Is it too much to ask
the near future, Smart Displays for a little recognition? No —
will become the cordless phone but then again sometimes you
of computers. Smart Displays don't want any.
If you wake up and can't
will be the preferred way to
surf the Internet, type papers, remember where you are, you
look at digital photos or do might be tempted to get out as
anything that can be done on a fast as you can. Don't leave a
primary computer, yet com- note, don't look back ... just go.
If you're not successful and you
pletely be unconstrained.
One might wonder what the end up talking and you're still
real advantages an? to a unit like not sure of their name, please*
this. Size and convenience are don't guess — chances are
obviously the two largest. you're probably wrong and
Laptops are just scaled-down there is no decent way to bow
versions of desktops, now there out of that gracefully. Keep the
is a portable desktop in the most gixxibye short and sweet, thank
literal sense. Smart Displays them for the good time and pray
extend the computing power of your cell phone battery isn't
the home PC to any remote loca- dead so your roommate can
tion of the house. Once the price come pick you up once you get
comes down, these units will around the corner.
However, if you wake up
begin to fly off the shelves.

TECH: Hooked up homes
Tt'CH.from page IS
Microsoft refuse to let the public
divorce them.
Known as Smart Displays,
Micn>soft computer users will
be freed from the term "desktop.'' These portable LCD
screens that measure about 15
inches diagonally with ports
for the keyboard and mouse
will allow wireless connections to the home IV without
being confined to a laptop's
lack of power and the large
computer's "sit-in-one-place"
strategy Everything from files
to applications show up in the
palm of the consumers' hand,
allowing one to work on the
primary PC from anywhere in
the home, large or small.
Think along the lines of telephones — how many people

it? tf\e su^te
and realize that your beer goggles indeed were in full effect
the night before, don't waste
your breath saying you're going
to call when you know you have
no intention of doing so. There
is no need to raise false hope.
Sometimes it's best just to leave
it as a one-night thing.
If you're a repeat offender
with the same person but one
of you is a commitment phobe,
you might have your work cut
out for you. If you leave and act
like nothing happened, you
might jeopardize any further
relations, provided both parties
actually are interested in said
further relations. But don't say
or do anything too out of the
ordinary, like calling the next
day. Otherwise, you might be
giving signs that your feelings
have changed and you want to
start a relationship without
even knowing it If you're the
friend who wants more than
just the benefits, understand
what you're dealing with, and
if that's not good enough for
you, give them the boot
Otherwise, play on playas.
There may be times when
you wake up and are just having such a great time that you
want to hang out all day. If
you're both happy with your
morning delight abilities, hang
out for a little bit, but don't drag
it out. You can always hang out
later and you don't want to
overwhelm the other person or
their roommates. For example,
if you start to smell dinner cooking, go home.
Hooking up should be fun.
There are no rules. Just be
respectful and no matter what
the outcome, when you pass
each other on campus —
whether it be one week or one
year later — don't pretend like
you don't see each other. Say
hello and enjoy the moment.

The Foundation forthe Defense ol Democracies
Undergraduate Fellowship Program

The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies is seeking
qualified undergraduate applicants to participate in a year- long
fellowship program, "Defending Democracy, Defeating Terrorism".
The fellowship program will commence in early August 2003 with a
intensive two week course in terrorism studies at Tel Aviv University in
Israel. Using Israel as a case study, Fellows will leam about the
threat terrorism poses to democratic societies around the world.
Fellows will interact with academics, diplomats and military officials
from India, Israel, Jordan, Turkey, and the United States.
FDD Fellows will be provided with all room, board, and travel
expenses.
FDD is a non-profit and non-partisan think tank that promotes
informed debate about policies and positions that will most effectively
abolish international terrorism.
Interested students should visit our website
www.defenddemocricy.org and complete the on-line application.
Please send questions to fellows@defendQemocracy.org
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hool of music, music everywhere

>

< tmlribulinx writer

^n innovative showcase lor
of the world's most celebr*d artists,
"The 23rd
O imporary Music Festival,"
is IHPK place this week. Feb. 5
tliauiith
' 9, sponsored by the
■I of Music.
During the festival, students
be performing the classical,
anil ethnic works of guest
fits and composers who are
mitten lencc The songs, which
won lomposed prior to the festival rtmel many forms of
rui-u il expivssion. including
solo percussion, small group
vocal and chamber ensembles.
The guests also will lead lectures critiques and workshops
According to ninsi, festival
chairman John Milliard, the fesli\ I i- one of the longest running continuous "new music"
festivals in the United States.
"I have attended the concert
in years past and it's fun and

opens up m'w .ivrnurs. senior
Sarah Teuscher said.
Special ^in-st .irtists (Ins year
in. hide Cieorge Tsontakis, winner at llie Arru'm.in Academy
I iletime Achievement Award in
1995. He also received Ihe
Kennedy Center Friedheim
Awards in 1989 and 1992.
Tsontakis is currently a profesHT of music at Sarah I jwrence
College in New York.
Another guest is Youngson
Shin from I'usan, Korea, where
she manages her own musu
institute She serves a* pnrU'ssor
of music at I'usan National
University. Shin won the 2001
I'usan Music award and the
Music Association of Korea
award in 1997.
The festival also will feature
a performance of musical composition inspired by l'"ct
Susan l.udvigson, author of the
critically .ucl.nm.d collection
"Trinity" and winner ot the
I inrlv Clark Balch award.

-a—
The need for a
contemporary music
festival is the same as
the need for new
movies or paintings.
— Bill Posey
director of concert and support services

-55which is bestowed by the
Virginia Quarterly, l.udvigson
will teach creative writing
workshops in conjunction with
the English department.
According to Bill Posey,
director of concert and support
services, the music faculty compiled a list of potential artists
and composers and artists for
the festival. These faculty selections were then put on a "wish

list," and ultimately, guests
were commissioned on the basis
of availability and affordability.
"The need for a contemporary music festival is the same
as the need for new movies or
paintings," Posey said. "Music
is constantly growing and
expanding and the public
needs to be exposed to its continuous expansion."
Milliard said the School of
Music, which hosts over 200
concerts annually, works to
incorporate all styles of music
into the festival. He also said
such inclusion reflects an ongoing effort by the School of Music.
"We are working towards
making the music department
more worldly, and concentrating on ethnomusicology which
is rich in Chinese and African
forms of music," Hilliard said.
Concerts and workshops will
be conducted in the music building and Wilson Hall. Tickets an'
$2 at the d(X>r for all sin Hfl

12:20pm
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Mr Jason Haney "Not your Father's Avant Garde"
Brown bag lecture/CMF lecture In Hillcrest Parlor

S (dents perform at Contemporary Music Festival all week long
B THELSKA WASHINGTON
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8p.m. Chamber Recital I m Wilson Hall
with works by Roussel, Gubaidulina.
Cloud. Shin and Hilliard

o

1

thursday, feb. 6

E
2
o
a

9:30a.m. Guest composer Youngsoon Shin
speaks about his music in Wilson Hall
11a.m. Guest composer George Tsontakis
speaks about his music in Wilson Hall
8p.m. Chamber Recital II in Wilson Hall including
the Madison singers and works by
Haney, Yi and Tsontakis

friday, feb. 7

8
co
3
C
C

1 J5p.m.Lecture recital
An intormal discussion with Poet and Composer by
John Hilliard and Susan Ludvigson in Anthony-Seege*

Saturday, feb. 8

<

8p.m. Chamber recital III in Wilson Hall
with works by Janacek and Tsontakis

CO
CN

2p.m. Pre concert lecture by George Tsontakis
and David J Long in Wilson Hall

Sunday, feb. 9
Final concert in Wilson Hall
3p.m. with works by Tsontakis. Hilliard and Long

* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL *
r i nAuttn..

*

433-7272 fMHIJMMW!
4M-7272
Better Ingredients,
Better Pizza.

LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

M I- A N I I- Q W I

ONLY $10.00
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs
3:30 am Fri & Sat
sL12:30 am Sun

liio New album, "...a distant episode"
Available now .it .ill Plan 9 stores .mil online at
www.olist'trecords.rom • www.planetarvrerords.com
Stan up lot Plan ft, WMUI EM

AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

KROGER SHOPPING CTR WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Market St. STORE SHOULD BE!
Mon-Sat 10-S, Sunday 12-6
m NMUMMMimc »WTN I
AND I

cHMnommui

u„t-f|

g^,

Yo||

^

r~ WWW.PLAM9IWIUSIC.COM

LARGE ONE TOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON

1
So what are you waiting for?

S^fe

If you've dreamed of living in
your own luxury apartment,
welcome to the reality of
Sunchase Apartments.
Availability for next fall is
nearly gone, so if you want
0 experience the thrill of living
t Sunchase, you'd better hurry.

You friends are there//?- luxury apartment is then
shouldn't voa heJk&ie too?
www.sunchase.n

n
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THE BREEZE

OPEN HOUSE
Monday, Feb. 3
5:30 pm
All interested in applying for
an editorial position for next
year should attend.
Refreshments provided.

Hall Box Office
ineral admission

Wednesday February 12
7pm
rafton-Stovall theatre

hazzPa

acting, writing, fil

Oscar-nominated actor, starred in Usual Suspects, Analyze This.
for more information, contact Anthony Marchegiano at x86217 or visit our website at http://upb jmu edu

MONDAY, FEB.

SPORTS
—WRESTLING —

FrMay.lM.31
Women's Gymnastics
1. UNC
195.275

2. IMU 188.700
3.W8M 1S8.62S

SHERMAN DILLARD

men's basketball coach

' met taW « UNC

Set stery belew
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"Even though we were down a few
points, a few buckets at one point
there, we found a way to make
plays when it mattered. "

| Scoreboard"
u Dukes drown Hens
Men's and women's swimming and diving top the
University of Delaware.

3, 2003
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-WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-

JMU continues to find comfort at home
Despite problems on the road, JMU demolishes Drexelfor eighth consecutive home win
BY DRHW WILSON

II I IK \l>VVMAWu.iflphuotnipl*,
JMU's only win Saturday came
against Campbell University. The
Dukes went 1-2 for the day.

Dukes
go 1-2
in home
meet

sports editor
JMU continued its success
at home this season, crushing
Drexel
University
73-50
Sunday at the Convocation
Center lor its eighth consecutive home win.
The Dukes pulled away
from the Dragons early with
the help of back-to-back 3pointers from senior forward
Nadine Morgan and red-shirt
senior guard Jody LeRose.
Over the next few minutes.

JMU turned up the tempo to
take a 27-11 lead with 10 minutes to play in the half.
"We wanted to play uptempo," Morgan said. "That
was on purpose. Getting the
rebound and getting it out
and going and trying to get
some transition instead of setting up and playing offense
against their zone"
After a Drexel score,
LeRose and Morgan again hit
3-pointers back to back to
increase the lead. |MU held

the Dragons scoreless for
seven and a half minutes
allowing the
Dukes to take
Sunday
a 41-17 lead at
Drexel
the half.
The second half was
not much different from
the first, as
JMU continued to prove its
athletic advantage.
With 10:30 to play, senior
guard Jess Cichowicz threw a

half-court length bounce pass
between two defenders to
find senior forward Shanna
Trice under the basket for a
layup and the foul
"1 just saw the girl's back
turned and I know Shanna can
beat anyone one on one down
the floor, so I Just put it out
there and hoped that he caught
it," Cichowicz said. "She
made a great catch and it happened to work out nicely."
Drexel tried to chip away at
the lead and got to within 58-

Hygiene
for the
fans
It was good to see such a lively crowd at Saturday's JMUHorstra University game,
especially with all of the talk
about
how
THE PEN
IS MIGHTIER

some of the smallest crowds in
recent memory, while men's
basketball is once again
dwelling near the bottom of the
Colonial Athletic Association
standings, in seventh place out
of 11 teams. Women's basketball
is the only one of the three
which has played above par this
season and even they barely are
hanging on to that status with a
record of 10-8 this season.
But let's face it — even if
you're the Bad News Bears, you
need a crowd in front of which

-EQUKSTRIAN CLUB-

BY JOHN BASCOH

contributing writer
Whips, saddles, leather and
spurs While these are the necessities
for riding a horse, the most important things to the equestrian club are
friendship, togetherness and, above
all, a great lime
The club, which is currently in
first place in its region, is looking
to go to nationals lor the first lime
in its four year history this year.
With thnv shows left, JMU holds a
two point lead over both Hollins
College and Hridgewater College
in the rtglOfl
"If we perform to the best of our
abilities, we will go to nationals,"
president Maria Sinopoli, a senior,
said. "We're thinking that way right
now, but it's going to be tough. It's
stressful having shows on back-toback-to-back BilkSinopoli said performing well al
the next thnv shows — Feb. 15 at
Oak Manor in Weyer's Cave, Feb. 16
at the University of Virginia and Feb.
22 at Hollins — was vital because
only the top two teams in the region
advance to nattOfllal
"We basicalK have to win all
thnv shows." Sinopoli said. "If we
have one mess up, that could potentially keep us<lul °f nationals."
While the team goal is to reach
national*, two dub members —
lunior Darcey Swain and sophomort' Liura DeAngclo — alic.uh
have qualified for the individual
regionals According to Sinopoli,
tin I'lher members an1 also within
two pi >inis of qualifying.
Recently, the equestrian club was
named Sports Club of the Month for
November 2002, an honor Sinopoli
sTeTKAM UNITY, page 18

see JMU, page 18

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Tlii' wrestling learn dropped
matches to Kent State University
and Appalachian State University
before
defeating
Campbell
University, 28II Saturday.
Saturd.1)
I he Dukes
topped
the
Kent St.
Camels
to
even
their
record to 3-3
in the C olonial
Athletic
A*MX i.ition
App. St.
JMU's top
performers of
the day were
senior
Josh
I ult/ and redshirt
junior
Campbell
Stave Kodish
Both went 2-1
lor the three
meets
Saturday.
Kent State
went 3-0 on the day, while
Appalachian State went 2-1 and
Campbell
finished winless,
going 0-3.
JMU's next meet is at home
against
George
Mason
University Feb 12.
—from staff reports

Club team
gears up
for tough
month

43 with 6:12 to play. However,
that was as close as the
Dragons would get.
"The emphasis today was
to come out with intensity,"
interim head coach Kenny
Brooks said. "I thought we did
a good job of that. I thought we
played good defense. I
thought
our
on-the-ball
defense was good, but if we
did get beat, I was pleased
with out help-side defense.

DAVE K[MJwnior phuuignijAet

see DUKES, page 18

Freshman guard Wee Miller, left, defends against Hotatra'a Qlbron Washington Saturday night at the Convocation Center.
JMU's defense helped stop Hofstra's second half comeback In the final minutes, giving the Dukes the 7W9 win.

JMU knocks out Hofstra
BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
If Saturday night's game
between JMU and Hofstra
University was a boxing
match, sophomore guard
Daniel Freeman and junior
forward Dwayne Broyles
delivered the knock-out
punches in the final minute ol
the 12th round.
In a game that saw seven
lead changes in the second
half alone, a blocked shot by
Freeman on Pride center

Wendell Gibson in the final
minute, followed by a
Broyles' steal and dunk with
three seconds left capped a
75-69 win for the Dukes (8-12
overall, 4-6 in the Colonial
Athletic Association) in front
of a raucous crowd at the
Convocation Center.
Entering the second half
down 37-27, the Pride (5-14,46 CAA) went on a furious second half rally led by the 3point shooting of forward
Mike Radziejewski.

Radziejewski, who led all
scorers with 25 points, hit four
of Hofstra's .
10 second- Saturday
half 3-pointHofstra
ers in helping the Pride
take a 58-54
lead
with
8:57 left to
play. Hofstra '
set a Convocation (enter
record by hitting 14 3pointers overall.
)MU was able to weather

the storm though, taking a 6261 lead on junior guard Chris
Williams' conventional 3point play with 6:07 to play.
The rest of the game remained
nip-and-tuck
throughout,
with neither team taking more
than a two-point lead until
Hrovles hit .1 pair of free
thniws with II) seconds left to
put the Dukes up 73-69.
"I never once thought that
this group would not fight
hard till the end in this
game,"
coach
Sherman

SWIMMING

&

Dillard said. "Even though
we were down a few points, a
few buckets at one point
there, we found a way to
make plays when it mattered.
"Throughout the game,
particularly in the second half
there were a lot of charactertype checks — they made a
run, they took the lead, we
got down a little bit, they
made three after three — and
we never quit."
see DIUARD. page 18

DIVING

Dukes dominate Delaware

MAURW.N WCCLMNaminlmmt i+.*,g,,ii+<.
Both swimming and diving teams defeated the
University of Delaware, 158-139 Saturday at home.

The men's and women's
swimming and diving teams
both defeated the University of
Delaware Saturday in their final
home meet of the season.
The men topped the Blue
Hens, 153-113, taking 11 of the
1 '> events. The Dukes also set a
pool record in the 200-yard
freestyle relay.
The relay team of juniors Jeff
Hicks, Mike Nicholas, freshman
Danny Cray and senior John
Mcl-aren finished in a time of
1:23.23. Hicks also added two
more first place finishes, winning the 100-yard backstroke
and the 100-yard freestvle
Juniors Aaron Nester and
Robert Smith both finished
lust and second, respectively, in the 100-yard and 200-

yard breaststroke events.
JMU also won the 200yard medley relay. Seniors
Scott Moyer, Ryan Hegna and
Brody Reid finished with a
lime of 1:40.25. The Dukes
swept the top two spots in the
200-yard freestyle as well.
In men's diving competition, junior Daniel Rotach won
first on both the one-meter and
thnv-motter boards.
With the win. the men
closed out the regular season
with a 6-4 mark.
On the women's side, JMU
downed DtlawaM 158-139.
Junior Mary Vvebbcr placed
first in both the 50-yani and 200yanl freest) it events, along with
second in the 100-yard butterfly.
The 200-yard frtvstyle relay

team
of
senior
Marie
Hansbrough,
sophomore
Christine Filak and freshmen
Kim Buguchinski and Megan
I oucks timk first with ,i time ol
138.95. Filak also added a first
place in the 100-yard backstroke
and second in the 200-yard backstroke and 200-yard medley.
Senior Rebecca Guy took
first in the 200-yard butterfly
and 400-yard individual medley. Sophomore Sarah Jane
Bova also took first in the 200yard backstroke.
The women improve to 3-9
on the season.
Next for JMU is the
Colonial Athletic Association
Championships Feb. 19 at
George Mason University.
—from staff reports
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TEAM UNITY: Equestrian club
members work together on all levels
TEAM UNITY, from page 17

s.iid shi* chorisrVs.
lb ma ivin^ sports ( tab of
the Mtwith means th.it we halve
worked hard, had fun and have
gmwn as individuals as well as an
orgnni/.itkwi," Sinopoli said. "We
have taken I verv active n»k' in
both the |MU and Harrisonbur)communities thntughout our
short existence. Being Sports Qub
of the Month means that all of our
hard work and dedication has not
gone unnoticed."
Since its formation four
wn ago, the equestrian club
has bevn one of the fastest growing sports clubs at JMU according to Sinopoli, with 59 members. With all of their various
WliwIUfL thrclup htM remained
very busy. They have been hard
at work raising monev for themselves as horse riding is a verv

expensive sport to fund. They
compete against other schools
with programs funded as varsity sports. They also have been
very active as a club in the community by sponsoring fcx>d
drives and Christmas shows for
children, working with the Boys
and Girls Club and taking part
in programs such as Warm a
Winter Wish and Relay for Life.
Whether it is fund raising, giving back to the axnmunity, or
simply practicing and competing,
they work and function as a team.
"The club puts a lot of effort
into anything that we do," junior Stephanie McKaughn said.
"What is so great about the
work that we do is that it is a
complete
group
effort.
Everyone in the club, from
freshmen to seniors, work
together to improve the club."

Despite many of the members' individual awards and
successes, senior vice president Jaime Auletto said the
overall team goal is to become
national champions.
"That's what we really
want," Auletto said. "We
already have Individual
Nationals
Winners,
Cachionne Cup winners and
National Champions outside
of collegiate competitions."
"The team is really great,"
sophomore Ashley Johnson
said. "We're a really tight-knit
group, and we all love to ride
and have fun together. We're
like a big family."
Anyone interested in joining
the club should e-mail Sinopoli at
equfstnan@jmu.edu or visit their

club

Web

site

located

at

http:/A}rgs.jmu*duJeque$tnm.

DUKES: Finding team harmony
IH KBS, from page 17

[)\M KIM -i-wrpUlt^rufher
Junior guard Chris Williams, »32, spot* two Hofstra defenders as senior forward Ian Casklll. rl(ht,
looks on. Williams finished with 17 points on sh-of seven shooting In the Dukes 7W9 win.

DILLARD: Team was
more 'complete' in win
DII.IAKI). from ftp 17
Broyles. whi> -cored 11
points, said he thought
JMU's persistence in getting
to the rim w .is |on u, the
Dukes' success
"1 think a lot of times we
rely too much on shooting out*
side shots.'' Hrovles said.
"We're at our best when we n
going to the basket We make
more things happen that way.
"We didn't panic. We
cam* back down and stayed
aggressive and kept attacking the basket."
Red-shirt senior center
Kenny Whitchead. who finished with only 7 points, but
.iu«led two blocks and four
-teals, said post play on
LHJth ends of the floor was a
crucial factor
"Our goal from the beginning was to pretty much limit
their shots in the post.'
Whitehead said. "I think that
we did a great job of that
double teaming the post
every time they got the ball
down low. By doing that we
caused turnovers
"The high-low was definitely there tonight. Their
post plavcrs were Irving to
front us down low, so that
opened up opportunities lor
e,is\ l-.iskrl-

Whitehead added that
Freeman's block on Cihson
in the final minute epitomized what the Dukes win
looking to achieve.

"It was a great block. He
came over and he helped me
out because I went to go
help somebody else out, so
that was great team defense
right there
The game started in simil.ir fashion to the way it
ended, with both teams battling back-and-forth for control of the game early. After
taking a 14-8 lead on a tip-in
bv senior forward Ian Caskill
with 13:39 left, Hofstra
outscored the Dukes 13-5
over the next six and a half
minutes to go up 21-18.
JMU countered with a 12-1
run and took a 30-22 lead after
two free throws bv senior
guard
David
Fanning
Fanning finished with a team
high 18 points
The Pride then closed to
within five points at 30-25, but
were unable to chip away any
further, and went into hauthne
trailing bv 10 points.
Fanning said the win
■galnal Hofetra was as big as
■It) this se.ison for the Dukes
It's ,1 real big win — it
was the next game on the
schedule," Fanning laid
'Event game is important.
Hopefully we'll |ust use this
as motivation to give us energy tor the next g.ime '
Fanning added that mentally, JMU's ability to play
through Hofstra's run helped
the Dukes stay focused on the
game plan at hand.

"We just can't duck our
heads when they're making
shots," Fanning said. "We
know teams are going to
make runs and make shots
and we've just got to keep
playing out there.
"We didn't want to match
shot-for-shot with them. We
wanted to keep going down
to them (the post players) or
driving into the hole: we
needed to get to the free
throw line tonight and I think
we did that."
Dillard said, "We didn't
have the seismographic —
up and down if you will —
play that we've had in some
HUMS We did lose a 10 point
lead, but it wasn't as dramatic let s just put it that way.
Having said that, I think it
was as close to 40 minutes of
complete basketball. I feel it
was probably one of the best
games in that regard."

JMU 75, Hofstra 69
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team at JMU never has been
more analogous with pulling
teeth than this year, which is
why watching the students who
packed
the Electric Zoo
Saturday, in doing their best
improssion of Duke University's
Cameron Crazies, was such a
fulfilling sight.
And don't think I'm the only
one who noticed the increase in
Ian support. Coach Sherman
Dillard is pntiablv more appreciative of the seemingly juiced
crowd than anyone at JMU.
"We've struggled," Dillard
said Saturday, "and as a coach
and this team — I know those
guys understand this — to have
that type of shown support the
way they were really into the
game after some of the difficult
times we've had, I think it
sp<aka volumes for the support
that we have in this community
and on this college campus
Likewise though, it was also
nice to hear Dillard owning up
to his duties as a coach. Instead
of making excuses for his team's
poor play of late, Dillard took
the bull by the horns after last
Wednesday's 61-59 loss at home
to the College of William &

... I guess it's just
encouraging, if nothing
else, to see one hand
washing the other—the
fans for Dillard and the
Dukes and vice versa
Mary, putting his players
through more rigorous practice
schedules in preparation for
Saturday's game.
"We had two good days
of practice where we were
pretty physical with them
and even the day before the
game we were pretty physical with them," Dillard said.
"At times you can over do
certain things — but I
thought we stayed physical
in practice for two days and
I think they were better prepared for a physical game
and an aggressive game of
this nature."
So while Dillard's track
record may not be the great-

est of late, at least he's putting his best foot forward in
attempting to make a season
that, for all intents and purposes, looks to be broken.
Instead of worrying about
looming rumors of how
much longer he will remain
the Dukes' head coach, he
seems more concerned with
putting out a good product.
"From a purely entertaining standpoint I thought the
fans walked away from here
tonight realizing that they
saw a competitive brand of
basketball — exciting basketball," Dillard said. "They
(the fans) deserve games like
this every night. It may not
be my fault, but it's my
responsibility to make sure
we can deliver like this
every night."
Overall, 1 guess it's just
encouraging if nothing else, to
see one hand washing the other
— the fans for Dillard and the
Dukes and vice versa. At least
for one night.
Dan Bowman is a senior
SMAD major into also has been in
a slump on the basketball court
recently and only hopes he can find
a way to bust out of it soon.

.JMU: Home is where the wins are
JMil. from page 17

That caused some problems for
Drexel Transition offense was an
emphasis as well.
"We've been battling with
teams, going toe-to-toe with
them, walking the ball up the
court and having to execute in a
half-court set. One of the things
we discussed before the game
was to go out and try to get some
easy baskets in transition,"
Brooks added.
Price finished with a doubk-doublc, scoring 18 points and
grabbing
11
rebounds.
Sophomore guard Lynn Liburd
came off the bench to score 14
points and grab six rebounds.
leRosc and Morgan added 11
and 10 points, respectively.
In addition to Liburd, the
Dukes received good play
from several reserve players,
including good defense from
red-shirt sophomore guard
Mary Beth Culbcrtson
"It was definitely a team win
tonight,"
Morgan
said.
"F.verybody got involved and
everybody played (defense).
Mary Beth played incredible
defense and she just came out
and played hand. I think she pro-

vided a spark off the bench. Lynn
always comes in and gets on the
boards and we just need that."
While the Dukes continue to
flourish at home, their road
struggles have continued. JMU
lost to the University of
Delaware 60-49 Thursday in
Newark, Del. JMU is 0-4 on the
road, something the team has
trouble explaining.
"It's a tough one to explain,"
Cichowicz said. "I guess that at
home we feel so much more
comfortabk' with the surroundings and the crowd. You're used
to practicing there every day.
That's the only explanation I can
come up with."
Brooks said, "It's also a routine At home, you sleep in your
bed the night before. You get up
and you have your home stuff to
do. They have their friends and
their normal routines. When you
go on the road, you're playing in
a gym for only the second, third
or fourth time in your life and
you're in there and sk.'eping on a
foreign bed when you're in a
hotel and you sit around all day."
Although it is a concern,
Bnxiks said it isn't something the
team dwells on.

"I don't make a big deal out
of it because, even though we
haven't won on the road, we
haven't played terrible on the
road," Brooks said. "We've
put ourselves in position to
win on the road."
JMU will have two more
games in the comfort of the
Convo in its current homestand.
However, the games are against
George Mason University and
Old Dominion University, two
teams near or at the top of the
conference standings. The Dukes
lost to both CMU and ODU
already this season on the road.

JMU 73, Drexel 50
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Br««7« tofafytog

Hair Corral
^
sj

NO Waiting In
Barber Shop

'Shtnudflah Vallcv'; Hail "i.-c Specialists"

$6.00 HAIRCUTS
Complete Line ol
Hair Products
Walk-ins Welcome

Tanning Beds Year-Round
-^rav
Manicure Spa
^25
Pedicure Spa
«Sa ^i

'^■"■■■a' Every Tuesday
Tuesdav RT's features a sandwich
for $2 all day
This week's $2 special is:

The Char-Spilled Cheeseburger
120 University Blvd.
(Across from IHOP)
Open 11-9
Monday - Saturday
Dine In or Carry Oul

(540) 438-0080

I

MONDAY. II

Mountain View
Townhouses
2003-2004 Townhouse
4 Bedroom. Great In
e lo JMU, conu-mcnt
to stores restaurant
Many aim MUST BUI
S240 per bedroom, (all for
information, J>> MO.
Faallne: Cramped? Compart our
spacious nouses, dupie*es and
apartmenls. St* photos, prices
and currant availability tor 3003
2004 at "Hwcasffepropertyeom

U06 - 3 holr^mv deck.
\u£ S750

U03 - 3 bedrooms. 2 1/2
baths deck. iHsmrnt. available
Aug «25

University Place
3 balrooms 2 bahs. dak
Available June 1660
Call 433-2221

Nag* Haatf • Student summer
rentals. Call 252-255-6328 or
tMbnere/eaity.com.

Seven Bedroom Heuss • $250/
person. 2 kitchens, 2 baths. Cell
4388800

Almost New - large 1 bedroom
apartment*. W/0. available
8/17/03 M10 $440 4331569

New Urp 1 Be**
appliances, available August.
$450 433 1569

Mt. View Drive TH • 5 bedrooms,
furnished, Ethernet, groups of 5
preferred. S230/month. 1 yea
a (8/03 - 8/04). 7034505008.
Ti Falnrtew - 3 bedrooms, rec
room. 1 bkx* from campus. 061.
year seas*. August. $750 4330984.
lxSt teutts Mam • 5 bedrooms,
basement. DSL. year lease. June.
across from campus. $1,375 Call

43*0064

2 BEDROOM CONDOS
AVAII.ABI.K AT
>

HIINT>:R S RIDGE
As ilahlc summer or fall of 200*.
Please call 540-879-9799.
evenings: or leave a message
al MO 879MM.

WE HAVE
PROPERTY ATI
WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
EAST & WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
1-2-3-4 OR 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU'
NO BUS RIDEI
Kllne-Riner Rentals
438-8800

3 or 4 Bedroom House
('rood neighborhood close lo
campus. Wathcr/drvct incluuVJ.
June '03 • June '04 tease
0M*term Caimvmso.
day; or 432-1 S89. evening
, i„, ajpBjM
Ma, 9 16. Sleeps 6. MaasanuBen. Afl
drriantit«s included. Call lor delate,
5404352 2092 or 5402803441
55-A FMrvlew • 3 bedrooms. A/C.
OSL. 1 nloc* from campus, year
lease, August. $825. 4330984
Beat tea Rental RUBM 1 hedToom
townhouse available August 03 I
Keleter school area. *275/person
morfli Quiet and i
garage, large deck, phone and
cable outlets in each room. For
more details or an appointment
call 800842-2227 or email
spyden50a>shentel. net.
i »trwet • 4 bsMrooaN 3
baths, appkances, 12 month lease
Available June 1. Call 434 3790
Large 1 Bedreent Apartment*
good location, available July 1.
$370. Call 4331569.
2 Story S Bedroom Hou»a
Available 8/1/03. Two miles from
JMU carge backyard 2 full baths.
1.5 kachena. common room, plus 2
addrbonat rooms. Off-street partung,
$290/room per month plus
utilities. Deposit required Perfect
for small groups. Carl 4370193 for
an apprantment.
Private Country Settle* 3 miles
from JMU. 5 bedroom. 2 bath,
wse stables, mountain view, pets
stowed. $325/rooro/rnonth nctudes
utilities. Call 746-3234.
4 Bedreom - E. EWaeeth. $1,100.
3Bearoom .'. Water. $750. June 1.
g ro>9S47

FOR SALE

Frateniitk-s • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups

Only $15 to run
your "For Sale1
ad for the entire
semester or until
your item sells
(whichever

firMl!

HHIH-I

This Oder is good now through
May I. 2003 and only applies to
■tuang hi the Tor Site
section Ads must be 20 words or
teas Offer applies to tndrvKlual
items only Retail stores and
businrsaes do not Qualify for this
special offer.
All ads are sutacct to
ON ■■- .[« p ysj

Don! miss out on
this great deal!

568-6127
VW Cebrlo 1997 - CO, AM/FM.
power locks/steering, new belts
and spark plugs, good condition.
$9,500. CaM Devon. 43&6502
2000 Haraea CBftffOO new tires.
$5,000, o.b.o. Call 271 1089
http: //cob Jmu edu/beta
CHar • Fwttfwary 24 faiawsa Cianrt
Tickets • Si* available Floor row
29. Roanoke Civic Center $110
each. Call 4330242. leave
message
Msec OS S.« • 160 MS"Quicken.
Appkeworka. Encyclopedia. Adobe
Page. $375. Call 879-9947.
1997 Jeep Wraagler - 6 cyl
manual, A/C. green/ten. 52.000.
Call 574-1127.
V2I
Gift A Thrift. 227 N Main
Bepertor Soead Caataat I
Be- • for Jeep Wrangler 97-03. 2
10' JL audio subwoofers. Call
574-1127
19ft Toyota Cemry - 4 door
power doors, locks. 10 disc CO.
keyless entry, great condition,
$5,000. Call 437 5506.
Tires arat Mna Bar Sate! 5 Super
Swamper
TSL/SX
tires.
30X11 50X15 70% treed. Five AR.
767 wheels 15X8 New tires and
rims. $625. Call 574 1127
Scanner/MP3 Player Epson
12000 USB scanner. $60: Hip Zip
MP3 player. 240 MB, $110
Kurt. 5686952 (days,

ITED

B. 3, 20031 Tin BKKKZE 119

Ham SI.OW-$2,000 thi
iemc*ter with a proven
( ampusr-undraiser 3 hour
fund raining event

'A*XA e 4UPBUG e 'ABACA
MttAMA* « PJ3SIDA
The College Handbell Chlor • at
Asbury United Methodist is looking
•or nngers. Practices are e
Sunday. 3:30 p.m. • 4:30 P
Pteaee cornel

Our program* make feed
linsieev wllhaorsski.
ij.l Mi^r., <\.<h~- M BJhgjeaJrJ )
< gci tviih the propim' ll wurki
( omact (Umpu*rundratKr
attS8>92)-32)R,
campmfwulraiser com
I- a national
leadership and honors organization
is seeking; motivated students to
begin a chapter on campus 3.0 OPA
reoured. Contact (r*oe>*#ionore org
I - lo work
Fridays and Saturdays for office
and outside duties. Must
available for full-time in summer
Located m city end could lead to
ful'ume employment on graduation.
Good telephone and computer
shlls a must 4331234

EARN $5,000!!!
Currently accepting
applications for
Conference

ASM.

l-ocal. Allordahle. Prod
20'. Manual lor JMI Kudrnts

lOWtautklttlSUUXI
Call for an appointment today'
K79-1211. Mary Hclmick

(iot those 1040 blues? Cal

THE TAX LADY
298-9699 or cell 405-1175
Karen Mercer
Pasl. Professional & Painless
1 -mail lasililellMOXayahu
NOTIC1
For more iefornuiiiin asd
■D|aru^tKm\r4i|r^h«i4iBaaKir«
resskBBopponiinitrv omiaci the
Belter Business Bureau, lac.
l-SVO-jLU-ffOI

Portions!

Deadlier: 2/21/03
H-mail Joyce Lee at
lcci;i ajmu edu for more details

WartreeM* Needed - Apply at Jess'
Lunch Must be available to work
lunchea. Freshmen, Sophomores.
and Juniors preferred.
ACAC la Sashing Committed
Semmer Camp Ceeeselors - for
June 2 August 23 Counselors
can earn from $6.50 $9.00/hour.
depending on experience if yc
are creative, eicitmg and
energized, then ACAC has an
opportunity for you. Fulltime with
benefits! For more Information
pteaee can Adam. 434-8171747.

SPRING
BREAK!
CRUIS

Must be able to work
5/I2V03 - R/15/03
Pick up application packet at
Events & Conferences. Taylor 233

Spring Break Vacatlo
Cancun tamaica. Bahamas, and
Florida Best parUes. best hotels,
beat oncost Space 15 limited! Hurry
ip and book nowl 1*00234-7007
nertours.c

Act Bowl Last chance to guarantee
the beat spnng break prices to all
designations. Reps needed...travel
free, earn s$$. Qroup discounts
for 6-. Call 800-83&8203
www letsuretours com

&EACH'A'5rCfRPS

1 -in

m

r.iuncluie.com
l.joo.suicHia

$279!
w/ww*t>f inffireakYrav4l.coM

1-800-678-6386

mm
SPRING BREAK'03

SPRING BREAK 03
. free Meals In Jamaica'
Guaranteed lowesi Prices!
c,llloiC.ir.«»'SB«'»'»

JStrlMiSMW

Work for
The Breeze!

S1.SO0 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information Call
2036830202

appliances. Madison Manor, pool.
tennis. Avertable Aug. 1.4343790.

$260/dey potential Local positions.
160O293 3985, eit 215.

PERSONALS
Cosmic Bowl for Kids I February
I Lanes. 9 a.m 3 p.m. to
benefit Big Brothers Big Sisters.
Please call 4338886 or e-mail
WgbroBVica net to register a team
Barteeder Tralaees Needed •
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. Call 1-800 293 3985,
ert. 613.
SkyeNvel One day first Tandem
skyd'ves from 2 1/2 mil
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts1 Call 1 8773483759
■877DIV£SKV)
rv.ak/diveorenfe com

TRAVKL'STUDY

tRASCt:& ITVY

May 12-30,2003
'• endki
A lVn: apiiu-h sun available

Paris, (hartres. < Ii an am.
Kltlcra. Pl»«. Horence.
Venice. Home
( Viilai!
Or Mario llamlct-Metz

Keenll42l. S68-«069
luiiik-lim H 1111u.edu

Positions will soon be
available on our editorial

s,\l> V \\l KM INK

and advertising stalls

TO YOUR SPECIAL

Please attend our Open

2 awdroem Townhoui-e • 2 Diocks.
W/0. available 7/01/03 $535.
Call 4331569

Celebrity Seeks* Brest. ■ broialht to
you by StudentCity com! Book now,
ave up to $100
International (ftps. Party kke a rock
star with UAKIK4 maganne and
Jackass's SteveO For details call
1800 293 1445. or email
.•studentcitv com. or book

SOMKONK!

House to find out more
tnfonnation on these pusiuons.
TONIGHT. 5:00 p.m
Basement of Anthony Seeger Hill

Sun Splash Tours I SunSplash Tours
1.800.426.7710
1.800.426.7710
mm.SUnsplaslllOUrs.com I ivww.sumplasfitours.com

\ Lilcntmc jds will be
published on Feb. 13.
Call 568-6127 for more info

EBRUARY200

Concert Calend
Tue
Wed
Sunday
Would you like to see your
Feb. 16
p.rii]ii(jrFnrnP*TiLihiiir>iii-i^tiJ
Teen Scene
Go online to
for under 21.
www.mainstreetrocks.com
DJ & Dancing
and let us know who
from 8pm
you want to see!
to 12am,
$8 cover
FINGERBLASTERS
includes free
closed
w/ guests
sodas all night!
Evergreen
Alcohol Free
Terrace
Event! All
$5 cover
advance tickets
12
can be
ICY DEBRIS
closed
purchased at
w/ guest
Mainstreet,
TBA
Plan9 H'burg.
$5 cover
& Crossroads
in Staunton.
18 FIGHTING X5> GEORGIA
For booking
GRAVITY
AVENUE
w/ guests
please call
w/ guest
Kyle Davis &
Suncoast
TBA
Junior
$6 Adv,
Entertainment
6 Adv,
8
Door
$8
Door
at 540
574-2905.
26
RINGSEND
For show
JIVE STREET
w/ guest
w/ guest
info call
Junction
TBA
Mainstreet at
$5. cover
$5 cover
432-9963.

iTE Lfl [Till 3
are Q101
Ladies
Night with
NO COVER
for the
Ladies and
NO COVER
with
College ID!
DJ Mix
Masta Mike
from
New York
Spins the
Hottest

Dance
Tracks in
the Nation!
There is a
small surchage
for under 21

THE WORX

Brings DC w/ Jive Street
$10 Adv,
DJJoey
$12 Door
Morgan
and Q101 to 0
& FS
Spin the fromMING
Hell's Kitchen.
FLea, Misa,
Rest Dance Max,
Finks, Sselman,
Ben Scott & Will Bass
Tunes.
$12 Adv,
NO COVER
$15 Door
for the
15
BROKEN VIEW
Ladies
w/ guest
and FREE
Redline &
Papa John's Radio Phoenix
$5 cover
Pizza from
10PM to 22 SCARRED
11PM!
VISIONS,
STATIC
UNION,
Wall to
SOL TRIBE &
Wall
UNIT 5
$5
cover
Crowds!
Get There Shows are 18+
Early to
There is a
Avoid the surcharge for
Line!
under 21

FEBRUARY CONCERT CALENDAR - PLEASE CUT OUT & SAVE
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Albert Einstein

Leonardo daVinci

Marie
Curie
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(In every generation there are those

who make their mark.)

Fulfill your destiny.

Send your resume to
careers@pec. com

PEC Solutions will be visiting this spring for On-Campus Interviews
For more information, please contact your Career Services Center.
PEC is an equal opportunity employer.

\Y\V\V.|MH\OHn

